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HORSE SHOW MEETING — Several members of the executive committee meet Wednesday night to discuss
details of the Kentucky Charity Horse Show, to be held April 18 and 19 in the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. The show is jointly sponsored by the Sigma Department-of the Murray Woman's Club and the
Murray Rotary Club. Pictured are (from left, front row) Betty Gore; Lois Keller; Doris Cella; Lochie Landolt, general
(o-chairman; Dean Poston; and Sue Spann. (Back row) Ed Chrisman; Charles Walston; Sharon Wells; Judy
Muehlemarr Stuart Poston; Gene Schanbacher, general co-chairman; Allen Moffitt; Nancy Walston and Marty Erwin.

Loss Of Prime Farmland Over
Decade Equals Over $152 Million
LEXINGTON — The agricultural
value of production lost due to the
disappearance of prime farmland in
Kentucky during the past decade
equals over $152 million* U.S. Soil
Conservation Service.SCS) officials
revealed today.
This estimate is based on average
production value for the state's two
major cash crops - corn and soybeans.
According to the, Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service in
Louisville, at today's prices each acre
carries an average cash value of
production of around $225.
From 1969 to 1979 Kentucky lost
123,181 acres - 12,318 acres annually - of
Its most productive farmland -to urban
and industrial or other development,
SCS statistics show. The special survey
was conducted by local SCS field offices
In all 120 Kentucky counties this year.
Six counties near urban centers
account for almost 41 percent of the loss
- Fayette, 16,250; Jefferson, 12,000;
SIAM,7,000; Oldham,6,056; Christian,
5,000; and Scott,..3,930 acres.
"It takes two to three acres of
marginally productive land to equal the
production on one acre of prime farmland," SCS State Conservationist
Glen Murray said.
Around 27 percent, six million acres,

of Kentucky's 22 rni.Won acres of
agricultural land in crops, forest and
pasture, is considered "prime" or best
suited for producing food, fiber, feed
and forage.
"Prime agricultural land has the soil
quality, growing season and moisture
supply needed to produce sustained
high yields of crops," Murray added.
"Losses of this land to urban use," he
added, "are usually considered
irreversible and could have a long-term
impact on the state and individual
counties."
For example, Christian County has
lost over 5,000 acres of Prime farmland.
The value of production lost equals $5.8
million during the last decade.
Some counties have lost a significant
percentage of their prime farmland to
urban development in the last ten
years. Fayette County lost one-third of
its prime farmland; Pike County, 29
percent; Jefferson County, 25 percent;
and Oldham, nearly 16 percent.
"Prime farmland provides the
largest share of total crop production in
the country as well as a substantial
portion of the commodity export
market," Murray said.
Continuing production on prime
farmland not only helps balance the
foreign trade deficit, but assures the

Seniors Chosen To
1980 All-State Chorus
Molly Valentine, Murray High School
junior, and Melissa Brinkley, Calloway
County High School senior, have been
selected to participate in the 1980 Kentucky MI-State Chorus.
Top high school vocalists from
throughout the state have been chosen
for this honor which was based on high
scores made on voice auditions held
last fall.
Miss Valentine, a stu nt of Joan
Bowker, MHS choral director, is the
daughter of Mary Beth Warren and
Buddy Valentine. She is a member of
the Murray High Chorus.
Miss Brinkley is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Brinkley and the student
of Lavaughn R. Wells, Calloway County
High choral director. She is a member

least damage to the environment, he
explains.
Estimated corn yields in 1978 on
prime farmland in Shelby County
averaged 125 bushels per acre compared to 89.5 bushels on nonprirne
farmland. In Warren County yields of
112.5 bushels of corn could be expected
on prime farmland and 86.9 on nonprirde farmlands assuming equal
management levels.
"Food shortages are a possibility if
we continue to lose our best
agricultural land to irreversible uses.
Nationally four square miles every day,
nearly one million acres a year, are
being changed to other uses," Murray
said.
Prime farmland losses and economic
effects were studied recently in Kentucky and nationally under the 1977 Soil
and Water Resources Conservation
Act. Proposals to control degradation
are now before the public.
Citizens are being asked through
March 28 to help design and select ways
to limit resource losses. Decisions on
U.S. Department of Agriculture policy
directions will have far-reaching effects on Kentucky's conservation
program.
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mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy with showers
and thunderstorms likely tonight.
lows in the upper 30s, Clearing
Friday with highs in the mid to
upper 50s.
,
Extended Foreca§t
Fair Saturday with a chance of
showers Sunday and Monday.
Highs will be mostly in the 50s
and lows will be mostly in the 30s
Melissa Brinkley

oil

of

LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
355.10
of the Calloway County High Mixed
Kentucky Lake
354.97
Chorus and Columbia Blues, a swing group composed of CCHS choral
students.
Miss Brinkley also received a
superior rating for a soprano solo which
she presented at the KMEA•solo and
ensemble contest on March 15 at Murray State University.
The chorus will be held Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at Owensboro in
The Murray-Calloway County
conjunction with the Kentucky Music
Hospital Board will meet at 7 p.m.
Educators State Convention.
tonight in the hospital board room, acThe final concert performance will be
cording to Stuart Poston, adpresented at 2:30 p.m. Saturday at.the
ministrator.
Items on the agenda include fiscal
Executiv.eJan _in_ QWVii4,1,3oro._ Guest
conductor— for - the -chdiuS
yearbudget,attorney's ruling on rnel'
Douglas R. McEwen of Arizona State
procurement code, report on the
building program irnd review of the
University. Parents and friends are invited to attenclithe concert.
financial statement,Poston said.

Hospital Board To
Hold Meeting Tonight
In Board Room

Molly Valentine

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The state
.t-nate, with little debate, has given its
:loproval to legislation aimed at giving
Kentucky primacy, or primary resonsibility for enforcing strip-mining
re g-ulalions.
The .bill now has passed both
chambers elf the 1980 General
Assembly, Fa Must be returned to the
House for concurrence in a Senate
mendment making technical changes.
No senators spoke, or voted, against
the bill Wednesday, which was approved 33-0. But Sen. John Doug Hays, DPikeville,termed the measure "a bitter
pill which this body must swallow."
Without the legislation, Kentucky
could have lost — and the federal
goverxuevit gained — the right of enforcing the strip-mine regulations.
On another mining-related matter,
the Senate and House approved similar •
hills authorizing the state Department
for Natural Resources to adopt regulatins for controlling the oil shale mining
.ndustry.
The regulations would take effect on
June 30, 1981. Until that time, oil shale
mining would be Prohibited in Kentucky.,. .except for demonstration or .
sampling purposes in areas smaller
than five acres.
In the House Wednesday, representatives voted to defeat a bill that wcaild
have allowed Sunday liquor sales in
hotels and restaurants in 'Kentucky's
four largest classes of cities.
Most of the arguments against the
bill, defeated 56-34, were based on
religious grounds, with Rep. Dick
Fryman, R-Albany, terming it "the

Another House measure met with the
Senate's approval. The upper chamber
voted 37-0 to approve so-called spouse
abuse legislation that gives a police officer the right to make a warrantless
arrest in spouse or child-abuse cases.
Under provisions of the bill, the officer must have probable cause to
believe the accused has caused
physical injury to a spouse, parent,
grandparent, child or stepchild. He also
must believe that the accused would
present a further danger if he or she is
not restrained.
The House measure was amended by
the Senate to stipulate that the officer
must return to the abused person within

12 hours alter an arrest to request a
signed statement. If the abused person
refuses to sign such a statement, the
charges against the accused would be
dismissed.
By a 26-9 vote, the Senate adopted a
bill requiring that certain information'
on adopted chIldren be given to the
courts and to the.adopUve parents.
The measure also provides a method
under which an adopted person, after
reaching the age of 25, may inspect all
records of his or her adoption proceedings. However, the bill stipulates
that such information would not be
released if the person's biological
parents objected.

Need Line Association To
Hold Installation At Dinner
The Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Association will hold its annual
dinner meeting for the installation of
new officers and board members on
Friday, March 21, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord, according to Groover Parker, president.
Mrs. Euple Ward,executive director,
- will present her annual report. The
association, formed here in 1974,
focuses its efforts towards meeting
human needs and problems; and is nor
an agency whose purpose it is to provide direct services, but rather an
agency which attempts to link the client
to other community resources that
might prove useful in meeting individual needs.
New board members to be installed
are Betty Coleman and Connie White.

Other board members are Wallace
Baggett, David Roos, Frances Shea, Jo
Burkeen, John Dale, Gary Haverstock,
-Marie Holton, Groover Parker, Lennis
Hale, Theron Riley, Betty Boston,
Walter Mischke, Jr., Euple Ward, Marvin Harris, Annie Nance, Brent Manning, Dan Boaz, and William Hornbuckle.
Helen Hodges and C. E. Timberlake
are completing their terms as directors
this month.
Officers to be installed for this year
are Betty Boston, president; Marvin
Harris, vice president; Jo Burkeen,
secretary; Theron Riley, treasurer;
David Roos, long range planning chairman.
Husbands, wives, and guests of the
board members will also be in attendance at the Friday meeting.

Ray Harm
Wildlife Artist Claims He's Been
'Luckier Than A Man Has A Right To Be'
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
"I've never lived in a city and I don't
aim to," wildlife artist and conservationist Ray Harm told one of the
many townspeople who came to meet
him Wednesday during a personal appearance at the Peoples Bank in Murray.
Harm, who claims to be the only
wildlife artist in the United States who
works only from field observations, is a
native of West Virginia who came by
his love for the outdoors naturally.
His woodsman father, who Harm
describes as a "mountaineer-herbalistmusician," taught his son about the outdoors before the future artist went west
to Nebraska to join the rodeo circuit
specializing in calf roping.
His rodeo days were interrupted by a
hitch in the Navy during World War II.
Hoping to make use of the GI bill, Harm
started sketching in order to qualify to
get into Cooper Art School in Cleveland.
• At the point when Harm had almost
lost hope about his future as an artist
and was about to return to the rodeo circuit in New Mexico, he was commissioned by Louisville businessman Wood
Hannah to paint 25 species of birds.
Hannah, whom Harm says has been
like a father to him, and the young artist founded Ray Harm Wildlife Art
Inc., which later became Louisville's
Gallery, the nation's
FrameHouse
—
largest publisher of wildlife limited edition prints.
Since that time, Harm's work has
gained national recognition and has
earned him a White House invitation,
an appointment as artist-in-residence
at the University of Kentucky and
honorary doctdrate degrees from three
colleges.
The burly 53-year-old artist's bond
with Kentucky does nOt end with the
gallery. The field research for his most
recently released painting, "Gray
Fox," was done about six years ago in
Bell County. Harm lived in that mountainous eastern Kentucky county for a
number of years.
He makes from 2,000 to 4,000 detailed
sketches of animals in the wild in his
field research, which Harm calls the
"backbone and vertebra of my paintings." He completes from four to six
paintinss a year.
The.artist, whose research has taken
trim to Africa on a number of occasions,
calls -an -artist's use of- a camera. in
research "a crutch" which precludes
an accurate interpretation in wildlife
art.

-I think if you watch the wind blow
through an owl's feathers, you get a
softer feeling for the image as a whole
and are better able to transfer that image to the painting," he said.
Harm says he spends two to three
months in the out-of-doors in blinds he
has set up near bird nests and animal
watering holes in order to study the
animals Sp their natural habitats.
The artist, who says his next painting
is always his favorite, is presently
working on two paintings, one of a butterfly and one of a moth. He said many
people had requested he do a painting of
butterflies.
Harm recently sold his Brave Bull
Ranch about 20 miles north of Tucson,
Ariz., and hopes to devote more time to
his research and painting. "For the
past four years, the ranch has kept me
pretty well tied down," he said. In addi-

tion to cattle ranching on the side, the
artist has conducted pack horse trips
for ranch guests.
"Painting has given me a way of
making a living bysloing what I like to
do and that's the most important thing
to me," Harm said. "As for success,
I've been luckier than a man has a right
to be.
"Someone once told me that even
when I died, a part of me would be left
for tomorrow through my paintings."
he said. "I like that idea because if people think well of you, a small bit of
heaven will be left on earth when you
die."
It is likely a "small bit of heaven"
will hang on the walls of homes
throughout the country many years
from now as people continue to enjoy
the beauty of Harm's wildlife interpretations.

SIGNING PRINTS — Ray'Harm, wildlife artist and conservationist, signed
prints for townspeople Wednesday in a personal apppansuce at the
Peoples Bank sponsored by the Blackford House Gallery.
Staff Photo By Debbie N lee
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Happenings In The Community
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Thursday. March 29
Thursday, March 20
North Calloway Elementary
Business and Professional
School Parent-Teacher Club Women's Club will meet at
will meet at 7 p.m. with the 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn
program by the beginning with Penny Morgan, Young
guitar and band classes of the Career Woman centestant, is
fourth grade. Science fair, pro- speaker. A musical program
jects will be on display.
will also be presented.
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church WMU will have a book
study with Martha Parker as
teacher.
Temple Hill Chhtiter No. 511 •
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center.
Jackson Purchase Section of
the American Society for
Quality Control will have
ladies night at the Holiday
Inn, Mayfield, with Jim Leedy
of Tappan Appliance Division
as speaker.
Inds Tooke
7:20 9:05
"A FORCE Of ONE"(PG)
STARTS TOMORROW

SIAN RNEA
" FM

Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre's third
anniversary dinner theatre
will open at 6 p.m. at the
Jaycee Civic Center. For
reservations call 753-7511.

Calloway-Marshall Chapter
of the Kentucky Diabetes
Association will meet at 7 p.m.
at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray, with Gerald
McCord,' M. D., also a
diabetic,as speaker.

Campo( CT,• 753-3314
7 15,9:25
Ends TAnit•
"ICE CASTLE " P
STARTS TOMORROW
PG

it

Cookefterrukt

EMJCJiTER
^

Reservations for Game
Night on Saturday at the Oaks
Country Club should be made
by today with Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Nance or Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Br6wn.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodgehaIL

. East Calloway Elementary
School PTC will meet at 7 p.m.
Parent conferences will be
from 5 to7 p.m.

bratia,-Nour

isealea paa• lde Story...

Bob Duvall, former professional baseball player, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. at the
Maranatha Christian Center,
200 North 15th Street, Murray.

Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. with Mrs. Debbie
Smith.

Tani Them Mir. 27
7:05,9:20+2:00SUN

Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall,-St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Today is the last day for
enrollment in a Military biterm class. at Murray State
University. Enrollment can be
made from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in Rbom 211 of Stewart
Stadium, MSU. •

7 15,9:20--2-00 SUN
trOffaler
STREEP

Kramer
vs.
Kramer
sT

Today is the last day to
enrollirrsecond-ha+semester
classes, for credit at Murray
State University. Classes
must be attended on this date.
Murray State University
Men's Tennis Team will play
Youngstown University at
2:45 p.nr--on the University
Courts.

1111(11111111
SHOW

FRI &SAT. 11:49 P.H.

"LAST HOUSE
ON THE LEFT"(R)

Senior flute recital by Gena
Cleaver Wilson will be held at
7 p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. This is
free and open to the public.

_
Saturday, March 22
,
Thursday, March 29
Alpha Department of -MurMurray State Universitt.!
Brass Choir will presented a ray woman's Club will have a
recital at 8:15 p.m. in the potluck luncheon at 12 noon at
club house with Janice
Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts
to present the proCenter, MSU. This is free and
ram
open to the public.
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Family Steak House, Draffenvine. The cost will be $5 per
person for the buffet meal.
Friday, March 21
Need Line will have its annual dinner meeting and installation of new officers and
board members at the Colonial House Sporgasbord at
6:30 p.m.-This is for members
and their wives, husbands, or
guests.
The faffiThe Hiding
Place," will be shown at 7:30
p.m. at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. This is sponsored
by the Maranatha Christian
Center and is free and open to
. the public.

$375

Jenny Ridge BowhunterS
Society will have its anual
Hard Times shoot at the new
Murray-Calloway County
Park from 9 a.m. to 4 0.1Yr In
l.tbe
,
case of rain the shoot wil
on March 29.
-Greater-Paclucah_Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
have a. potluck at the home of
Ella Mae Spinks near Ballard
County High School at 7 p.m.
For information call 1-2476599.

Third night of third anniverKindergarten and Grades 1 sary dinner theatre of
to 5 of the Eastwood Christian Murray-Calloway County
School will present a program Community Theatre will start
for the public at 7 p.m. at the at 6 p.m at the Jaycee Civic
Eastwqod Baptist Church, Center. For information call
Highway 94 East. The public is 753-7511.
invited to observe the educaVolunteer Work Day for
tional program of the school.
Methodist Men will start at 10
Greater Paducah Chapter of a.m. at the First United
Parents Without Partners will Methodist Church.
hold a general meeting at
Archaeology Weekend 1980,
Southside Kiwanis Club, 1640
South Sixth Street, Paducah, sponsored by Tennessee Division of Parks and Recreation,
at8 p.m.
Jackson Purchase ArPuryear Sixth Grade Class chaeological Association, a.nd
will present a country musie Land Between the Lakes-of the
show at 7 p.m. at the Puryear Tennessee Valley, will open at
Paris Landing State Resort
School. Cost will be $1. Park and continue through
Shower for Emma Lou Story Sunday.
and son, Carey, who lost their
Fourth Annual Over-weight
mobile home and contents by
fire will'be held from 6 to 8 Horse and Mule Pulling Conp.m. at the home of Mr. and test will start at 6 p.m. at the
Mrs. Jim McKnight: Highway West Kentucky Livestock and
94 East in the former Junior Exposition Center. Admission
will be $2, adults, and children
Parrish house.
under 12,$1.
Saturday, March 22
Oaks Game Night will be
Second night of third anhputr Lit
heldat-the Oaks-Country---Cluii- niversary
at 7:30 p.m. with Mr. and Mrs. Murray-Calloway County
Dale Nance and Mr. and Mrs. Community Theatre will stag
Bob Brown in charge of ar- at 6 p.m.at the Jaycee Ciii
rangements.
Center. For information' call
753-7511.
The Fur Takers Association
. will meet at the Community
Activities for Hazel Senior
Room of the North Branch of Citizens will be held fr,m 10
the Peoples Bank, North 12th a.m.r_to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
and Chestnut Streets.
Community Center with lunch
servedat 11:45 a.m.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
Meals for the Nutritior Prowill dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
for the Elderly w.11 be
gram
World
the
of
Woodmen
at the
'Hall with Bob Rhinerson as served at 12 noon At the
Douglas Center.
caller.

21••Piece
Shrimp Dinner
onLy

embers of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity at Murray
State University will collect
for the annual Red Cross Fund
Drive at designated inersections in Murray from 9
a.m.to 1 p.m.

thru April 6, 1980

Saturday, March 22
Competition for high school
and middle school students in
history papers, projects and
skits vall,be held at the Student Center, Murray State
University,?tom 8 a.m. to 4
p.m

Saturday,March 22
Kentucky High Schoor
Speech League's Regional
Speech Tournament will be
held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Business Building with the
awards ceremony to be at 4
p.m. in the Student Center,
Murray State University.

Rob Ouvall will speak at
7:30 p.m...At the Maranatha
Christian Center, 200 North
15th Street, Murray. The
public is invited.

Second night of Fourth Annual Over-weight Horse and
Mule Pulling Contest will start
at6 p.m.at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Admission will be 92,
adults, and children 12 years,
$1.

AI-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Sharing
Your Yard With Wildlife.. at
1:30 p.m., Let Your Fence
Row Grow at 3:30 p.m.; Night
Visual at 7:30 p.m., all at
Center Station.

Shopping for &illor Cititem,
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m.for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.mT for
afternoon shopping.
Kentucky • High School
Speech League's ,Regional
Speech Tournament will start
at 3 p.m. in the Business
Building, Murray State
University.
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A fitting
name for the shoe
that can handle small fry .
action. It's the classic saddle in all
leather. Sport J is the.name.. and its a
smart looker'
Sport J
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The Greater Paducah
Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will hold a general
meeting on Friday, March 21,
at 8 p.m. at the Southside
Kiwanis Club, 1640 South Sixth
Street,Paducah. Jack Lasoski
will be the speaker.
On Saturday, March 22, a
potluck will be held at the
home of Ella Mae Spinks, out
• Highway 60 to•LaCenter, past
Ballard County High School on
the left, and at the second
cross road, turn left and go to
the second house. The supper
will be served at 7 p.ril
All single parents'are invited to take part in the activities and for information
call 1-2474599.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
the Western Baptist HospitaL
L Mrs. Brian
* Paducah, was '
Stephenson of Murray.
•
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Parents V, ithout

One of Jerry's Best...for less.

Pre
boa
mit

The Rev. Wayne Carter will
show slides from the Crusade
to Jamaica at 6 p.m. at the
West Fork Baptist Church. A
fellowship period will follow.

* Repeat of part of the
workshop for individuals or
agencies working with Young
Handicapped children and
their families will be held
especially for the partAits,
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at the
Exposition Center.

•11

Your Bonus From Devin

Sunday,March 23
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will meet at 2
p.m. in the library of the
Calloway County High School.
All interested persons areinvited.

Membership social of Murray Country Club will be held
at 5:30 p.m.at the club.

We give you 21 plump. tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and frjectto a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a hot-roll. All fbr a very special
price for a limited time only.
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FMurrayPreschool Activities Feature

Tau Phi Lambda
*SI wt wits To Meet
way observation booths.
The Murray Preschool ki The Baker Home

elected president of the "show-and-tell", and conversation with the teacher;
organization.
The preschool is housed in and refreshments.
Field trips are scheduled
Murray State University's
Early Childhood,Center. The monthly. Special programs
are arranged to coincide with
teacher is Sara Hunting.
Three year olds meet holidays, birthdays, and
Monday, Wednesday, and important occasions in the
Friday, from 9 to 11:15 a.m. child's life.
Parents are encouraged to
Four year olds meet Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, from view the children through one12:45 to 3 p.m. The child must
be three before Sept. 1 to
participate in the three year
old program.
The preschool year runs
from September to May.
Tuition is $22.00 per month.
A typical session includes 45
minutes of supervised free
play during which the child
may choose from a wide
varlet# of toys and activities,
20 minutes of supervised play
in the perceptual motor skills
recreation room or in the
outdoor play area, special
activities arranged by the
waiting parent; storythne,

The Murray Preschool
Corporation, an independent,
non-profit, cooperative
preschool for children three
and four years of age, is now
accepting applications for the
1900-1961 school year.
The cooperative structure of
the Murray Preschool Corporation enables parents to
share their child's first experiences at school.
The parents administer the
preschool through an elected
board of directors and committee
positions.
They
arrange for a fully-qualified
teacher. Each parent assists
the teacher once or twice a
month. Through program
committees, parents also
devise special activities for
the children in art, music, and
science.
"We believe this parent
Involvement makes the child's
transition from home to school
a safe and;secure one," said
Jan Rowlette, the newly

Corporation is a member of
the Parent Cooperative
Preschools International. It is
fully accredited by the
Kentucky State Board of
Education.
For more information,
contact Cindy Hale, membership chairman, 753-2096.

We Announce With Pride
Mindy Hale shares a private moment with Sara Hussung,
teacher at the Murray Preschool Corporation. Mindy is
the daughter of Steve and Cindy Hale of Murray.

That Leah Workman, bride-elect of William A.
Sleeves has selected her bathroom and kitchen
linens and accessories as well as other items for
her new home from our vast collection of gifts.
Leah
and
William will be
married April 4,
1980.
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'Budding' artist Christie Nesbitt concentrates on her
painting, one of the many activities offered by the Murray
Preschool Corporation. Christie, a student in the three
year old program, is the daughter of John and Trisha
Nesbitt of Murray.
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Plans Luncheon
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Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Barton Hargrove,
Sedalia, and John McCuan
and Mrs. Margaret McCuan,
Farmington Route 1.
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MUSICAL STUDY
Recently at Southwest Callov,as flenientary school the fifth
grade had Mrs. Youel Wortham, left, come to their music class to present a program
Not only did Mrs. Wortham play her flute, but she also gave a brief histors of the
woodwind instruments. Pictured from left are Marcia Grimes, Tammy Holland, Krssta
Harrell, Craig Wortham, Bob Kemp, ICevin )ones, Brad Mitchell, Tina Chandler. Carl
Martin and Missy Warren.

Benefit Square Dance Planned Sunday
The annual benefit square
dance, sponsored jointly by
the Square Dancers of
Mayfield and Graves County
and the Mayfield-Graves
County Retarded Association,
will be held Sunday, March 23,
from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
Longfellow Elementary
School in Mayfield.
Callers for the special
modern western style squarke
dancing will be Bob Rhinerson
of Owensboro, a 15-year
veteran of square dance calling; Charlie Ashby of Central
City who has been a caller for
eight years; and Mrs. Kent
Berkley of Mayfield who has
been teaching round dancing
and cureing for four years.
All three donate their services for this dance.
Dancers from throughout

Open Fridays
'til 8:30 p.m.

•.

The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Saturday, March 22, at
12 noon at the club house. A
potluck luncheon will be served.
"International Year of the
Child" will be the subject, of
the program to be presented
by Janice Bossing, member of
the Alpha Department. Mrs.
Bossing received the Master
of Arts in elementary teaching
with a concentration in early
childhood education from
Murray State University. She
teachercurrently
is
coordinator of the preschool
readiness program in the
Henry County, Tenn., public
schools.
Marjorie Major, department chainnan, urges all
members to attend.

tor4.1004

NATURAL
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HARGROVE BOY
A baby boy, Russell Hilary,
was born to Mr. and Mrs.
William Hargrove of 917 West
Water Street, Mayfield, on
Thursday, Feb. 21, at the
Murray-Calloway County

the green door

-wizzo
lotto

The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Unit 827 Woodmen of the
World will meet Tuesday,
March 25, at 7 p.m. at the
-,uttle of Bettye Baker.
Ann Spann, president, and
Dianna Lyons,secretary, urge
.11 members to attend.
The February meeting was
held at the home of Marilyn
Herndon with Cynthia Hart
and Ernestine Garlartid as
eohostesses. The door prize
was won by Martha Andrus.
The youth activities comliuttee gave the tentative
.alendar for the Rangers and
Rangerettes. The social committee said a good attendance
was reported for the recent
disco dance, and for the social
at the Barn at Fulton on
March 15.
Tray favors were presented
to the residents at Fern Terrace and the patients at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital by the welfare committee. Two American flags
and one Kentucky flag will be
presented to the Calloway
County Middle School for
tithe gym.
Sara Alexander reported on
plans for the Kentucky Little
Miss Pageant to be held May
18.

the area support the event
each year cgming from Murray, Central City, Madisonville, Dawson Springs,
Hopkiraille, Paducah, and
Paris, Tenn.
The public is invited to be
spectators. There is no admission charge for spectating,
however a donation is asked.

Cost for dancers is $6 per couple with proceeds going to the
Retarded
Association.
Refreshments will
be
available.

STRATTON BOY
Robert Lee II was the name
chosen by Mr, and Mrs.
Robert L. Stratton of Wingo
for their baby boy born on Friday, Feb. 29, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bert McKinney of Wingo
and the late Robert D. Sutton
of Fulton.

Buy 2 Pair
Get 1 Pair

Playtex
Control Top
Panty Hose

FREE!
SIMMS

RICHTS

Open Fridays
"til 8 30 P M

PA E BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Page of
Mayfield Route 1 are the
parents of a baby boy, Jeffrey
Eugene. born on Friday,
March 14, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Donald E: Page of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Mac
Wilford of Mayfield.
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P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza

Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday

WHITE I:15111G

Melainac
Reg
98'

Jeanne Nylon

PANTY HOSE
Reinforced or
All Nude
Sizes P-A-T-XT

DINNERWARE
Service
for
Eight
Yellow Color

77

Cannon "Santa Cruz"
22 x 44

Reg $12.99

$650

HAND TOWEL

$ 1 78

WASHCLOTH

88c

Values to $7.00

9

Fun Size
4
•

TAG CANDY

•

•

09

OSILITIlitt

MOM

M 8 M Plain 8 Peanut
3 Musketeer Milky Way

•

All the quality you expect from Bass is
beautifully crafted into these sandals
to make them the best walking you
will find for spring 8. summer.

PRE WASHED DENIM MACKETS

Boys

MEN
S850

$699

MU "—
Mir ...gum

SUNJUNS

$83e• 831. 133 $
COUPON

it*

Reg.$8.99

WITNCOUPON

43$334W'

polo and nosseu short outfit will keep you looking like a winner. White Skylark Polor-1 8"; Stag-Stretch Nassau in white,
navy, lime& tangerine-I 9".

28 00
Chestnut

LADIES SHOES
99

1 Lb. Bag
Reg. $1.89

o spring full of fun that will smash right on into summer. This
_soft_ond shaggy Terry Twist pair_will really score points in
0
TongerIne or Navy with white piping and bonding. Vee is 18'
8 the Short is 16".
Another game winning combination, this signature

Set

2 Tables

BATH TOWEL

is serving

,

Reg. $10.99

3.”33

26.00
Navy & Burgundy

S3RMIFITS

'41
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oking Back

NO! I'M KT LEAVING
flEiNRITE HOU.SE JUST OMR
of Solg 5ILLY ELECTION
STAYING HERE UNTIL EVERY
UST HOSTAGE 15 RETURNED!

10 Years Ago

To The Brink
And Pull Back
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
CHICAGO 1AP — Hubert H. Humphrey wrote the script, and Gerald R.
Ford followed it four years later. They
went to the brink of presidential candidacy, pulled back — and played into
the hands of the men they wanted to
stop.
Just as Humphrey's last presidential
fling turned out to be a favor or Jimmy
Carter, so Ford's was a boon to Ronald
Reagan.
Ironically, Ford's 15-day flirtation
with another bid for the White House
began with his declaration that Reagan
was too conservative to be elected
president in the fall.
With that, and a series of hints that he
might just make a run for it himself,
Ford succeeded only in confusing and
confounding the active • opposition to
Reagan.
Former United Nations Ambassador
George Bush was in deep trouble
anyhow, but it got deeper with the prospect that Ford might run.
With Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of
Tennessee and former Gov. John B.
Connally forced out of the contest for
lack of votes, Bush and Rep. John B.
Anderson of Illinois are the only two
rivals who can claim any evidence of
the support to challenge Reagan's cornmaanding lead.

-

Bush has been losing ground in the
primaries, and few Republicans other
than Anderson think a liberal congressman from Illinois can force
himself atop the ticket qf a conservative party.
In effect, the first signal from Ford's
retirement haven in Rancho Mirage,
Calif., was that only he had a chance to
stop the former California governor
and give the GOP an electable ticket in
*ovember.
And the second signal was that he
wouldn't try because the chance was so
slim.
Ford didn't put it that way. He said he'
wanted to strengthen, not divide his
party, and told associates that he will
campaign all out for the ticket — even a
Reagan ticket — in the fall.
That's more than Reagan did for
Ford in 1976, which still rankles the
former president.
But a tardy campaign, with name
supporters unwilling to sign on unless
Ford declared himself first, would
almost certainly have been futile.
So Ford declared Saturday: "I am
not a candidate. I will not become a
candidate, I will support the nominee of
our party' with all the energy I have."
That didn't entirely preclude the
possibility that Ford would come if called by the Republican National Convention, which had been his Position all
along.. In fact, there is virtually no
chance Of that.

Jimmy's White House

A Budding Poet

Garrott's Galleze

If Yo Go To The State Tourney,
This Place Will Beat Hot Dogs
If you are going to be in Louisville
next week for the state boy's high
school basketball tournament and want
to put on the dog and go out to a really
first-class place for dinner, I've got the
very place for you.
It's the "Casa Grisanti," down in
Butchertown at 1000 East Liberty and
smack in the middle of the big meat
packing plants — Fischer. Swift and
Armour.
This place is first-class, believe me.
Daughter Kay Snider and her
husband, Dick, treated Cathryn and me
to a dinner there last month in observance of our wedding anniversary.
We hadn't had dinner in a place like
that since we left St. Louis with its
Tony's, Ruggeri's, Nantucket Cove and
the other great eating places up there.
++++++
he name implies, "Casa
Grisanti".speciei in Italian cutstrie
— and service — and everything on the
menu is in Italian. Beneath it, thank
goodness, is an explanation in English
for country fellows like me who don't
cornpre the Italian language.
The nine hors d'oeurves listed on the
menu range from a $2.00 bowl of the
soup of the day to Molossol Russian
caviar for $25.03
There are also several seafood, or
"pesce," offerings for those who don't
particularly go for Italian dishes. and
these range from brook trout at $7 95 to
large shrimp sauteed in sauce of white
wine, at $11.50. There's also squid and
sauteed Dover sole.
++++++
At "Casa Grisanti," I reveled in the
first Caesar salad I'd had since we left
St. Louis. When we lived there, I often
treated myself at lunch to one of those
which were such a specialty of The

w ASITINGTON IAPI — 4bigniew —once—was—reanaging--editor_of __the
Washington Post.
Brzezinski, the president's 'resident
foreign policy adviser, is emerging as a
Greeting a group of New Yorkers inbudding poeL Well, perhaps not a pott
to the White House last week for a
vited
doggerel.
of
but, at least, an author
day of top-level briefings, just two ,
Brzezinski, beaming and seeming to
weeks before the state's presidential
relish his efforts at rhyme, surprised a
primary, Carter offered to pose for
group of reporters by reading a specialphotos shaking-hands with each guest.
ly prepared verse at a recent farewell
"Then, if I• don't do well in the
luncheon for his departing press
future," Carter added, "you can throw
secretary,Jerrold Schecter.
it away."
Schecter, who winds up three-plus
years at the White House this week
After meeting with Carter, Mayor
after having been chief diplomatic corMaynard Jackson of Atlanta emerged
respondent for Time magazine, is movto offer reporters a lengthy, rather ining to Los Angeles to set up a public afvolved account of the session that left
fairs program for Occidental
some scribes in wonderment.
Petroleum.
"What does that mean?" asked Sam
"As you leave to a chorus of cheers
Donaldson of ABC Neslis.
from your many admirers and peers,"
Grinning, and obviously aware that
read Brzezinski, "we have only one
he had over-po ficated, Jackson
thought: Your work was not for naught.
replied, "I'm n su I'm qualified to
You set press relations back 10 years!"
interpret what I just said."
Another verse: "Your departure fills
us with regret. You are someone we'll
•-•-++.-+-#+404+44++++4444-4++++++++++++++++4-44-4++4-+++444*
never forget. As you leave this mess,
White
Goodbye
we wish you success.
—317
House, hello Oxy Pet!"
„Rumor has, it that Brzezinski had a
collaborator, his wife, Muska.

The Story Of

Schecter is being succeeded by Alfred
Friendly Jr., former correspondent
abroad for the New York Times and
Newsweek magazine. Friendly's father

_

Bible Thought

The Lord a!so will be a refuge for
the oppressed, a refuge in time of
trouble. Psalm 9:9
our refuge and strength
The 1ord
‘Aiho un hvm us while in His Care,
Look to the lord for your source of
total love and care in good times as
isen as ir times of trouble

GoRAFF
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By Kee Wolf
We've all had times when we felt that
God (or fate dealt its a poor hand. It is
at times like that when we can identify.
most comfortably with these words
.from Kurt Vonnegut. Jr,. found in his
novel Moth'ir Night, published in 1961:
I had taught myself that a hulean
being might as well look for
diamond tiaras in the gutter as for
rewards and punishments that
were fair.

Business Mirror
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Some folks are willing to halt the spread of a social evil, but
few are willing to grip the thorns to bring it to an end. Politicians
and administrative-office holders shun the obligkition as if it were
a dreaded disease. Much the same vices sweeping the state irL
now
MItrivatitr.s.
1951 was the slot machine and payoff pinball
of
this
year
powerful is the written word should be recordedrin
brought
that
occasion
contention, even from a modest source. The
Callowar€ounty in the limelight over the state with the editorial
force pitted .'gainst organized gambling occurred upon the delivery
of printing circulars to Henderson, Ky., from the office of the Mir.
On the occasion of delivery, a son of the writer, 0. J., witnessed
.
a row of slot machines operating at the rear of a Henderson drug
store. The question from the lad, "Isn't that against the law; ,can't
you do something, papa, to stop it?" The question was challenging.
An understanding was made to try to end the ,racket, but not a
man about Murray town was willing to join in the undertaking,
much less offer financial assistance. To a lieutenant governor, candidate, a Dr. Coldiron, an offer was made to supply the envelopes .
and paper, plus printing, if he would pay the postage on 275,(X)0
political letters to be mailed over the state, containing affairs of
state as well as the slot machines. It required six weeks to complete
the job, and longer' still had not the Missionary Society of New tlupc
Methodist Church donated the gratis assistance to stuff the letters,
in addition to the contributed labor of loyal assistants in the print
shop. The letters were mailed; political opponents were infuriated;
however, the sponsoring candidate, Dr. Coldiron, lost the race, but
won the ,slot machine campaign.
As a result of the letters, the successful gubernatorial candidate,
Lawrence Wetherby, more than a year later met the writer t a
Kentucky Dam meeting and remarked: "I hated you at the able
you sent-those letters out, but I love you now for it. I personally
led the caMpaign to rid the state of the one-armed bandits, but it
would never -hove been done, probably.Shad you not sent;the letters:**
The writer has seldom had a more generous compliment, nor has
he ever undertaken a More effective campaign, although it took
two years to pay for the carload of envelopes and paper.
To Be Contfriuod

By John Cunniff

Will Budget Pkin
Reduce Spending? Ai

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

ray Democrat,

Thoughts
In Season

You must have a reservation, and you
Rathskelter in the old Lennox Hotel on
should make it at least a week in adWashington Street.
vance. Too, if you make one and don't
This time, however, Jack, as our
keep it, it is difficult to get another.
waiter identified himself to us, made
°Or Caesar salads from scratch right --They don't forget
You don't have to wait long to be
beside our table, all the time promising
seated, either. A few minutes, perhaps,
Cathryn that she wouldn't taste the
but not more than five or 10. If they
anchovies the way he put 'ens in Caesar
haven't come for you in the homey,
salads. She didn't, but only after
he
as
picturesque lounge with the big open
skeptically
watching
fireplace at the apointed time, a young
dramatically prepared them with all
man will politely express the
the flourishes of the conductor of a
management's apologies and inform
symphonic orchestra.
you that "your table will be ready in
As for entrees, there are 18 from
of
breast
few minutes."
from
justa
ranging
to
choose,
which
++++++
chicken at $7.95 to a roast rack of lamb
The service at "Cam Grisanti" is
for two at $30.00. If I ever have a load of
superb. Our Jack had two other young
hogs or cattle to sell to one of those
fellows helping him, but you never get
nearby packing plants, I'm going to try
the feeling that the tuxedo-dressed,
that rack of lamb!
handsome young men are rushing you
Almost anything a person would like
through your dinner or hovering over
is listed — steaks, tenderloin in both
you. hat i UR.
shr arru tip. and in burgundy wlflC,
Should you need something, however,
"milk-fed" veal prepared a variety of
you have only to look up. One of them is
ways, Bob White quail, crepes and the
at your side in an instant, appearing
one I settled on — Northern Italian style
like a gene.
sausage stuffed between blankets of
One wall of the place is unique. It is
lasagne, Tuscany style.
covered in shiney brass, and is eightor
Now, I don't know Northern Italian
10 feet high and something like 85 feet
sausage from Southern Italian sausage,
long.
nor do I have the faintest idea what
It is no wonder the place is a favorite
"Tuscany style" indicates, but I do
dining spot for Louisville's elite as well
know that was good!
as celebrities who come to town on
++++++
Derby Weekend and at other times.
Grisanti
One of the members of the
It's certainly no place for cheese and
family, which operates the place and
in
and a red soda pop or a
1908
crackers
in
which first came to Louisville
dressed hamburger and a Pepsi, but if
the decorative plastering business, told
you want to see how those who don't
me that the East Liberty restaurant
seem to mind the skyrocketing gasoline
was opened in 1959.
prices like to dine out, you might try
Although repeatedly .urging by city
this place.
officials and prominent citizens to
It doesn't cost much more to go first
relocate in a more appealing neighclass, they say. You just can't go as
borhood, the family has preferred to
often or stay as long. But to have dinner
keep the restaurant where it is. They
at "Casa Grisanti" is quite an exlike it there. I can see why.
perience. You can take it from me.
If you want to have dinner there, you
can't just walk in and expect to do so.

•

NEW YORK AP) — True or false:
Since the administration has concluded
that government outlays beyond incurie can produce inflation, the newly
revised 1981 budget proposals will
reduce federal outlays.
False. Federal spending will rise.
• The revised budget proposal would increase outlays by at least $42 billion,
from $568 billion to $569 billion in fiscal
1980 to $611 billion to $613 billion in 1981.
If you thought federal spending was
to be cut you may have faiTedlo distinguish between the President's proposals to spend, which are to be cut,and
actual spending, which will not, The
cuts are in proposals.
The distinction has been blurred, but
so has much more of the new set of
budget proposals.
Puzzling many people is how higher
oil taxes, borrowing costs and wage
guidelines can be anti-inflationary.
And, in the short run, they cannot be.
Many economists now look toward even
worse inflation this spring.
Over a longer time such measures
conceivably can cut the rate of price increases. That is, of tilltaxes reduce consumption, if interest rates discourage
borrowing, and if wage increases encourage productivity. •
However, the three items shouldn't
be grouped at all.
The • oil tax is aimed at raising
revenues as much as it as intended to
cut eonsumprtton. Higher wage
guidelines are meant primarily to ease
Out burdens of inflation rather than to
lowel,it. Only the higher interest rates
are alined ibleU at ciittirtaiflati6narf
demand.
And that presents another puzzler:
Why should a government whose debts
have risen from less than $410, billion in
fiscal 1971 to nearly $1 trillion in 198;-

presume to tell people how to handl(
their money?
Stated differently, the rest of the
economy as a whole, made up of local
and state governments and private
enterprises, is relatively weaker.
Federal government is the growth industry; it's budget has jumped from
$188.4 billion in 1971 to more than $600
•
billion in-1981.
The only way the federal government
can continue to spend more than • it
receives in revenues is to dilute the
value of existing dollars: that is, to
transfer money toitself from 'others via
inflation.
The process has been going on for
.years, and recently it accelerated,
which suggests that the big problem
has been not so much with the private
sector, which is slated to pay a bitter
price, but government.
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PF'C John Dee Hopkins, son, of Mr.
and Mrs. Cs D. Hopkins and husband of
the former Cathy Johnston,is now serving his overseas duties in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Belle
Geurin,86.
The Rubella vaccine for German or
three days' measles will be given to the
children in the first and second grades
of the city and county schools, and to
Headstart, kindergarten and day care
centers on March 24 and 25, according
to R. L. Cooper, administrator of the
Calloway County Health Department.
"Marvin Harris, Calloway County
Court Clerk, reports that in 1969 he to#
in a total of $57,637, and also sold a total
of 11,000 automobile licenses," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
The Calloway County High school
Band,directed by David Berry, and the
Elementary School Bands will present
a concert on March 21 at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County High School.
Paducah Tilghman, First Regional
High School Basketball champion, beat
Shelby County in its first game of the •.•
Kentucky Basketball Tournament at
Louisville.

20 Years Ago
Elected as officers of the Murray
Civitan Club were John L. Williams,
Pat Coleman, Joe Morton, Cecil
Paschall, Gerald Garrett, T. A.
Thacker, Hafford James, and Aubrey
Willoughby.
Deaths reported include Gus
Johnson.
The Murray City Council voted to
have a street light placed on South 17th
Street and five street lights placed on
Calloway Avenue at the meeting held
last night.
A resolution was passed by the Murray Faculty Club commending Dr.
Harry Sparks for his efforts as head of
the Kentucky Education Association
and refirming confidence in his leadership. '
Miss Betty Jo Crawford, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford, was married to Wells Purdom, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wells Purdom,Sr., on March
18 at the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mailer of Murray has born
elected to membership in the American
Angus Association at St. Joseph, Mo.

30 Years Ago
The Calloway County Soil Improvement Association was broken into over
the weekend with $700 in cash and
checks stolen.
"Murray stores are preparing for
Mule Day on the fourth Monday of this
month. Many plan specials for that
day," from the column,"Seen di Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
More than 100 delegates are expected
to attend the convention of the Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia fraternity at the Fine
Arts Center, Murray State College, on
March 25.
Harry Sparks, professor at Murray
State College, spoke at the meeting of
the teachers of Calloway County htld at
Almo High School with D. J. Miller,
president, presiding.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Smith on March 13,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Snow
on March 16.
Pictured are officers and sponsors of
the Affiliated Chapter of the American
Chemical Society at Murray State College. Sponsors are Prof. Peter Panzera
and Dr. W. E. Blackburn. Officers are
Robert Radar, Anna, Ill., Janice
Crawford, Murray, William Parr,
Mayfield, and Jack Kerr, Union City,
Tenn.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 20, the
80th4ay of 1980. There are 236 days left
in the year.
.Today's highlight in history:
On March 20, 1942, Gen. Douglas
MacArthur said,"1 shall return" as he
left the Philippines for Australia during
the early days of the Pacific War.
On this date:
In 1602, the Dutch East India Company, which financed many New World
explorations, was formed.
In 1852, the controversial slavery
novel, "Uncle Tom's Cabin," by Harriet Beecher Stowe,was published.
In 1969, a federal grand jury in
Chicago indicted eight policemen and
eight demonstrators in connection with
the violence at the 1968 Democratic National Convention,
In 1974, a gunman in London fired
Several shots into the car carrying Britath's Princess Anne and her husband
Mark Phillips. They were unhurt, and
the assailant was captured.
Five years ago, South Vietnam was
hurrying to complete evacuation of its
northern sections as refugees from the
central highlands streamed southward.
Last year, the government reported
business profits up 'more than 25 percent in 1978, triggering angry questions
about the effectiveness of the fight
.
iv. Against inflation__
'Today's birthday: Actor Michael
Redgrave is 72.
Thought for todwir.: The most
manifest sign of wisdom is continued
cheerfulness. — Montaigne (1533-1592)
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Attorneys File Motion That Jury
May Have Erred In Case Decision

Frances Drake
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
IMar. 21 to Apr. 19)°Y)
A time for tact in dealing
with-others. Don't turn a deaf
ear to one who wishes to talk
to you. Be polite, evvn if
disinterested.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Someone may try to sell you
a bill of goods. Don't be
pressured
into
buying
something You don't need. A
friendship could be iffy.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 28)
No double talk in dealing
with higher-ups. You could
create the wrong impression.
Be less casual in attitude.
Show concern.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You may feel like crawling
into your protective shell.
Don't get moody or shut out
others. Little things may get
- to you now.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22
A friend or acquaintance
may not mean what he says.
Watch that others don't twist
your words. Be closemouthed.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WPtii
Watch out for subtle
business
or
financial
proposals. Be less critical and
don't let little things become
obstacles.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
2)10
Ethics/ questions arise now.
Avoid dubious action as ypu
may have second thoughts and
maybe regrets. Concentrate
on work.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
Don't be suspicious of close
ones.
gas o er
guilty will strain ties. Don't be
flippant about an intimate

00

matter.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) XIV
An acquaintance could
upset the feelings of a close
one. Don't let pet peives
resurface in family talks. Be
serious.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Trying to second-guess a
higher-ups actions may lead
nowhere. You're in a frame of
mind where little things could
irk.
AQUARIUS
•••■111r
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You could be careless in
spending now. Make sure you
get your money's worth. A
close tie is liable to let
emotions get out of hand.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 204 X
A guest's manners may
leave something to be desired.
Trying to reason with
someone
who's
acting
emotional may not work.
YOU
BORN
TODAY
naturally gravitate toward
public life. Gifted with the
written and spoken word, you
can succeed in promotional
work. Advertising, publishing,
writing, theater, painting and
music are some of the fields in
which you'd find happiness.
You work well with groups,
and your personality is a
factor in your rise to success.
Sometimes, you don't finish
what you start. Cultivate a
sense of responsibility and a
community spiril for success.
Birthdate
of:
Florenz
Ziegfeld,. showman; J.D.
Rockefeller, III, tycoon; and
Peter Brook, director.
ART SHOW
Wes Mills, a Murray State
student, will construct a floor
piece in the Mason Art
Gallery, Hart Hall, which will
be on exhibit on March 19, 20,
and 21. Drawings will also be
exhibited with the floor pietle."
and -open o
the public from 6 to 8 p.m.
each night.

COVINGTON, Ky. 1API The jury which found the
aluminum, wire and electrical
device industry blameless in
the tragic Beverly Hills Supper Club blaze may have erred
in absolving it from all guilt,
according to a motion filed in
US. District Court.
Attorneys for the 165 persons who died and the 50 injured in the May, 28, 1977,
blaze at the Southgate night
spot asked U.S. District Judge

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP, —
The administration's tax bills
have been reported. out
favorably by the House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, which will continue to meet to discuss the
proposed new $9,5 billion biennial budget.
•
The package that emerged
Wednesday after several
hours includes ji change in the
gasoline tax, a new levy on
many minerals and a new arrangement to distribute coal
severance tax money back to
affected counties.
All that legislation already
has received its floor
readings;which puts it in line
for inunediate debate and
passage in the House.
One committee member
said that he and his colleagues
"are not nearly through with
budget hearings."
Left out of the package approved was the administration's request for authority to
issue as much as $150 million
in road. reconstruction bonds
annually for the next two
fiscal years.
The gas tax would change
the current 9 centa pr gdtluzl
to 9 percent of the average
Wholesale pride of gasoline, a

Carl Rubin to amend the verdict in the lawsuit.
According to the lawyers,
some defendants still are
liable in another suit which
alleges that polyvinyl Chloride
wire insulation, or PVC's,
helped to cause or spread the
fire and produce "harmful
gases causing injury and
death."
The Feb. 20 verdict, which
ended a 10-week trial, dismissed all claims against the 18

step which would begin to
raise more state revenue -later
this year.
Meantime,the House Health
and Welfare Committee voted
Wednesday to defer an antiabortion bill until Friday
after:not enough votes were
cast to report it out.
Some legislators _complained they had no opportunity to
study a committee Substitute.
The measure would requiri
a woman considering an abortion to receive a detailed brief- -lc
ing from her physician, wait
24 hours and consent to the
abortion in writing before it
could be performed.

Emergency Grant
Approved For
Halfway House
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A $20,000 emergency fund
grant was approved to a Lexington halfway house for
women trying to overcoine
alcoholism.
Human
Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo said
the money will help Chrysalis
House keep its doors open until-grand" funds artive In the
summer from a federal agen-

and we'd like you
to dine with us
thistseason
at

aluminum mariatacturerb4
aluminum case - the first involving the tragic blaze ever
Connection of 'old
tei hnolog,y' alwninum wire to to go to trial.
an electrical device did not
The victims' attorneys have
cause the fire," the verdict
asked Rubin to reverse the
ted
verdict or grant a new trial,
1 he victims' attorneys citing several alleged proargue, however, that the ver- cedural errors and improper
dict should have dealt only
conduct during jury deliberait h the cause of the blaze.
tions.
1 hat's because claims against
The lawyers allege that one
the PVC wire insultion makers juror conducted his own
still are viable in another class aluminum wiring safety test,
action suit pending in U.S. then told other jurors. That
violated Rubin's orders that
District Court,they-said.
Those 10 PVC. manufac- the jury rely only on evidence
turers named in the suit in- presenter) at the trial and
clude Cadillac Cable Corp., avoid any outside investigaEssex Group, General Elec- tion,they said.
tric, Reynolds
In another instance, jurors
Metals,
Anaconda Co., American In- allegedly read an insurance
sulated Wallah Ettco Wire, report on the fire's cause
which was mistakenly placed
Marmon Group, Southwire
and Triangle PWC.
in the jury room with other
Meanwhile, Rubin still is evidence, the attorneys said.
pondering the defense motion ftubin had refused the report
for a new trial on the to be used as evidence.

Villa Roma
Highway 45 South
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3154

•We Specialize In
Italian cooking
•Private Dining Available
For Parties
•7 Course Dinner For
$10.50
Hours Wed -Sot 4 00-10 00
,Mon -Tues. Closed

I

YOUR ONE-STOP
ANTENNA AND ACCESSORIES
HEADQUARTERS

FACTORY-DIRECT TV ANTENNA

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
I Replace Your Winter.Damaged Antenna
with The Archer Supercolor Special

See all the excitement you ve been missing' 60
wide-swept elements capture all the 'available
signal on every channel The special Gold
Aloclized•• finish protects all metal parts against
ruS,t and corrosion, Factory pre-assembled 15-1709

0

STORECHECK'
from DU PONT

UHF/VHF Amplifier for All
TV Channels,
FM,FM Stereo rII

Our Best Automatic
TV Antenna Rotator

ByArcher

LUCITE
On every gallon of
between
Paint purchased
March 1— March 30,1980

n
Colzera
are
nice
arr,

SAVE s2.00,s4.00,s6.00 Or

Big Savings!
No Limit!

more!

merchandise'
IV by mall. pod,iet any official
proof ol purchase and an
MI display

Antenna Mounting
Preamp

You Save $4.00 on every gallon of
LUCITE' Paint you purchase. $2.00
from Our Store, $2.00 STORECHECV
by mail, from Du Pont, redeemable in'
merchandise* at Our Store.

Turns Antenna 360 in
Less Than One Minute

Indoor
Power Supply

Aims yr antenna w ,th pre
cision accuracy for best
reception of every TV and
FM station Within range
Reduces ghosts and interference 15-1220

Improves Weak Signals in Fringe Areas

5

Boosts all TV and FM
signals. yet does not amplify
interference picked up by
downlead cable With
mounting hardwafe.
instructions 15-1134

Indoor Transformer/Splitter

5-Conductor Cable 50' 15-1204. 5.49
c-Conductnr Cable /00 15-1201 8.99

UHF/VHF Foam Coax Cable
Archer

F-59By
Connector
on Each End
:
'
04

11-„asSeparate 300-ohm UHF VHF
FM outputs from single 75-ohm
shielded down lead Ideal for •
color TV. FM stereo Instarrount. 15-1119 .

Sale Price
Regular ()Q4

Twin-lead with the interference rejecting shieldrno of PG 6U coax
Use with 75 to 300-ohm transformers

fired
Rnband
and
was
of its
the
ard.
rted
perLions
fight

Big Savings on other LUCITE Paints,Too!
Central Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6-Sunday

Combines irl!enna outputs
for one,300-ohm downlead
which can drive up to 4 sets
4-set 15-1136
4 59

Twu stai,dess s'oril straps
10
Weather resistant
rust. Aftathes mast
, , mney 15-527

WHEREVER YOU LIVE. WORK OR -PLAY
THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU'

Olympic Plaza

Murray, Ky.

•
&Ise,

S'•
9:30.1-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
mks,
9:30-6:00 Sot. - sign in vou•
neghtor hood
Closed Sun.
I h

D0 d1..•'•

4-004! 4oy
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Virginia Says It Is Among Best...
struggle to adjust to highly nesota's 41.7 percent, leading recruited freshman center Lamp to say, "We won the
game on defense. Intensity
Ralph Sampson.
The 7-foot-4 Sampson,amaz- throughout the game and the
ingly mobile pnd agile for his tournament was the reason we
size, was nalhed the NIT's won."
"We had lots of desire and
Most Valuable Player after
scoring 15 points and 15 re- hustle defensively, but didn't
bounds Wednesday night have any offensive movefollowing his 26 points and 15 ment," said Minnesota Coach
-Jim Dutcher. "We just didn't
rebounds Monday.
"You can't really call him a move to the basket strong
freshman anymore," said enough. Almost all of our turHolland. -This was his 34th
game 1, Virginia finished 24-10
basketball.
and that's a lot
He has developed into an exceptional player."
By BOB GREEN
Virginia shot only 38.2 perAP Golf Writer
cent for the game to MinPONi'E VEDRA BEACH,
Fla. 1 API — Tom Watson
•
stops short of calling the Toururray State Survives At-nan. Players Champion
ship one of golf's 'major

By W1LLEAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer_
NEW YORK' 1AP I — The
Virginia Cavaliers believe
their victory in the National
Tournament
Invitation
qualifies them as one of the
best college basketball teams
in the country — despite their
10 losses and fifth-place finish
in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
But with three of the NCAA
championship tournament's
final four were also-rans ill
their own conferences, who's
to say Coach Terry Holland
and his team are wrong?
-I believe we're as good as
any team in the country When

we play well," said Holland
after Virginia defeated Minnesota 58-55 in the championship game of the NIT Wednesday night.
-We didn't get enough time
to jell together during the
season, but we played well in
the tournament" said Jeff
Lamp, whose four free throws
in the last 19 seconds secured
the victory. "We had our ups
and downs all season and the
adversity-pulled us together."
Lamp, who scored 30 points
in Monday night's semifinal
victory over Nevada-Las
Vegas but was held to nine in
the championship, was referring to Virginia's season-long

Murray Ledger 81( Times
NIT Victory Over Minnesota
Should Overshadow 10 Total
Losses, 5th Place ACC Finish

novers were on intercepted this time it was Lamp, who hit
passes."
84 percent of his free throws
The game was almost a free and once hit 48 foul shots in a
throw shootii,g contest at the row this years who went to the
end. Sampson hit two with 1:31 line.
He hit both with 19 seconds
remaining to give Virginia a
left
for a 5643 lead,then Kevin
54-53 lead before Lee Raker intercepted a pass with 1:08 left. McHale made it 56-55 with two
free throws for the Gophers
Then Sampson pulled down before Lamp iced it with two
a key rebound of a missed more free throws with two
Virginia free throw, forcing seconds remaining.
Minnesota to foul again. But
"I've been in a lot of one-

Watson Does Not Consider TPC A Major

ot

M
events.
VPIs
Bitter End To Outlast
Murray State 5, Virginfa Tech
-It was a good win for us to
The Murray State tennis
team won its third outdoor beat Virginia Tech," Murray 4
Singles results — Terje
match of—the spring season coach Bennie Purcell said.
Persson lost to Jeff Player 6-0,
without a defeat yesterday, "They were the runnerup in
outlasting Virginia Tech in the Metro Seven behind Mem- 6-2; Mats Ljungman def. Dean
Channell 6-1, 0-6, 6-1; Roger
biting cold weather on its phisState last year."
Berthiaume lost to John Pathome courts by a 5-4 score.
Murray State next plays at - ten 6-0,6-2: FiortSwarting def.
The matches were even, 3-3,
after the singles matches Were _ Southeast Missouri in a tour- Jim Wingo 6-2, 2-6, 7-5: Mike
Costigan def. Bob McIntosh 1finished and were still even nament including teams from
after the first two doubles Missouri-St. Louis, UT- 6, 6-3, 6-4: Steve Wille lost to
John Ramthun 6-4,6-4.•
matches had concluded. Martin, Northeast Missouri
—
Doubles results
Heightening the suspense was and Southeast Missouri.
Ljungman-Swarting
def.
the last doubles match which
After that, the team will
Player-Billy Hamilton 6-1,6-1:
wefit to a third set before
Rerthiaume-Costigan der-,.
Roger Berthiaume and Mike play two matches Sunday in
Wingo-Mclntosh 64, 3-6, 6-2:
,Costigan defeated John Patten St Louis, against the University of Missouri-Columbia and
Persson-Wille lost to -Pattenand Dean Channell of VPI
St. Louis University.
Channell 6-4,6-4,

one he wants to win.
••It's our showcase tournament, the showcase tournament on the tour. The championship of the touring
players. It's an extremely
well-run tournament. I'd very
much like to win it," Watson'
said before teeing off today in
the first round of the $440,000
event.
-If we get the conditions we
usually do — by that I mean
wind — it's a great test of golf.
-I like.the golf course. It

takes a lot of talent to play to build the traditions and the
here and win. It's the kind of history that the others have.
golf I like to play," said the .And•Iradition anclihistory are
man who had been the game's a big part of making a tournamost proficient performer ment one of the majors."
Watson, now the dominant
over the past three years and
comes into this one as the-only player iirthe game, has taken
two weeks off from competitwo-time winner of the season.
But the ambitious tourna- tion and says he is "refreslied,,
ment, which seeks a stature in which might make up for any
gulf equal to that enjoyed by loss of touch."
Watson, a runnerup to Lan-0
the currently recognized Big
Four, has not yet advanced to fly Wadkins in howling winds
the.levtl otthe majors, Wat- io this event a year ago, faces
the strongest field of the year
son said.
-I don't think it has the in the 72-hole chase over tough
stature of the Masters or the Sawgrass„a 7,000-yard links
• U.S..Open or the British Open type course.'
It contains all but one of the
t or the PGA,". the painfully
honest Watson said. "I don't top 144 leading money-winners
from the last 12 months, plus
know if it ever will.
•*This tournament is only British open Champion Seve
'seven. years old. It takes time Ballesteros of Spain. The only

Delation.
7-7719rAtere
Gas Savers nd Lower Car Prices

Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Sunbird
Air conditioning, power steering, radio, and more, highway

estimate 35 mpg.

$3490.00
Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Firebird
Air conditioning, power steering, automatic and more, highway

estimate 27 mpg.
sae*

Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Bonneville
Brougham
Full; equipped, diesel engine, highway estimate 34 mpg.

Reduced
Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Phoenix
5 Door, air conditioning, automatic transmission, radio and
more. Highway Estimate 33 mpg.

$6995.00
Demonstration, 1980 Cadillac Sedan Deville
4,000 miles, fully equipped, diesel engine, highway estimate 28

mpg.

Reduced
Brand New, 1980 Olds Delta 88
4 door, diesel engine, highway estimate 34 mpg.

Reduced

Four Door Sedan, highway estimate 34 mpg.

Reduced

ii

Nicklaus, considered by
many as the best the game ha!
ever known, came close hi!
last time out. The 40-year ulc
Nicklaus, who is working or
his game as hard or harder
than ever before, lost -a 2-holt
sudden death playoff to Ray
Floyd last weekend in %Wilt.

Division of Ashland Oil, Inc

*Groceries
*Health #3, Beauty Aids
•
•Gas
*Snack Items _
•
/2
4—IL

Coaches Rave About Their Guar
"I don't mind _playing
" too well. _"But the.other guys
just took over. I was just . against guys 6-10 or more," °
'
another cheerleader. It made says Sanders, ,one of the
INDIANAPOLIS { API me feel good to see them go youngsters inserted into the
-Louisville Coach Denny Crum ahead and play well without starting lineup in midseason
calls Darrell Griffith, the Car- me."
first-year coach Larry
dirtals' star, "a true All.
The win over l..SU had Brown and who helped turn
American, the best all-around Coach Crum crowing that' the Bruins' fortunes around.
guard in nation." .
Louisville is "not a one-man "I Was a center in high school,
But Iowa Coach Lute Olson, show,"and Griffith agrees.
so I had to play against bigger
whose unranked Hawkeyes
"Iget all the nicknames and people all the time. I look for, will go up against the No., 2- labels and stuff like 'Dr.- ward to the challenge,"
rated Cardinals Saturday in Dunkenstein,' and I really do
The Bruins take some of the
the semifinals of the NCAA appreciate them,',' Griffith pressure off Sanders by starBasketball Championships, said. "But basketball is a tig a pair of senior forwards,
feels just as strongly about his team sport. It's the University 6-8 Kiki Vandeweghe and 6-7
team's backcourt act, Ronnie of Louisville, not the Universi- James Wilkes. And they can
Lester.
ty of Darrell Griffith."
also bring 6-9 seniors Darrell
"When he's 100 percent,
That same point was made Allums and Gig Sims off the
Ronnie is the best guard in by Purdue Coach Lee Rose, • bench.
--Arnericit'Olsondeelared.
- who-- contends- that there- is"We don't need a real
But that's the catch - "when more to his Boilermakers than
he's healthy."
7-foot-1 All-American center -' center," insists Wilkes. "We
. ._
just put our three best guys on
How well the Hawkeyes do Joe Barry Carroll.
- may hinge on just how healthy .,.. But the fact remains, stopp- the floor. Then you block out
Lester i's. The senior, the ing Carroll will be the major and get position."
leading scorer in Iowa historyy, (task confronting the UCLA
How well that formula will
missed 15-games this season' Bruins when the teams square work against Carroll, dubbed
because 01-a knee inluri, and Off in Saturday's --second- -- by ex=coach. turned - broadin his absence Iowa was a very semifinal. And UCLA's star-. caster Al McGuire an "air;
ordinary 8-7 team. But with ting center, sophomore Mike craft carrier," remains to be
Lester in the lineup, the Sanders,is only 66. .
seen.
Hawkeyes are 15-1.
Lester showed the aftereffects of his injury rlast
weekend, as Iowa beat
Syracuse, and Georgetown to
win the East Regional. At
surge that gained Louisville
By BILL BERGSTROM
.4times he limped while on the
court, and never -did he
an 86-66 victory over,L.SU for
Associated Press Writer
display the blazing speed that
the NCAA Mideast Regional
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP) —
.had the pro -scouts raving With red-clad fans clamoring, championship.
,
about him a year ago.
''Everybody wants to talk to
red bumper stickers and lapel
."I'm still not 100 percent," buttons rolling off the presses
Darrell Griffith," Yates said.
concedes the 6-foot-2 Lester. .ggd a massive pep rally in the "He's making him available
Olson says it's more like 75 works, University of
onetimeaday,otherwise he'd
percent..
Louisville basketball Coach , be answering six to ten calls a
1 But even that is remarkable Denny Crum did his best to
day."
.
when you consider that Lester convince his team that
And the team will be-somunderwent knee surgery in Wednesday's practice for the
pletely off limits to-the press
midseason.
and public Thursday, he said,
workout.AAselifinals was a
"I thought when Ronnie had routine
"to give them a break."
NC
surgery his season was over,"
He the lucky fans who will
Since Louisville made its
said Olson.-"But he left the way into • Saturday's
getthe 1,600tickets the tunverrecovery room at 4 a.m. and semifinals against Iowa' at
sity has to sell would get
by 10 a.m. he was lifting Market Square Arena in Intelephone calls Wednesday
weights with the leg. If you dianapolis, Crum has had to
and Thursday today notifying
don't think he wanted to come limit interviews and keep
them.
back, you're mistaken."
The playeri will get a senpractices closed, said
And now?
doff at a pep rally at 9:30 a.m.
Louisville sports information
"He is a little better each 'director Joe Yates.
Friday at Crawford Gym' _
day," 01.9on said. "He:s still a
nasium, before boarding a bus
'`It's an unbelievable
great player, but he doesn't week," Yates said.
at 10 a.m. far the two-hour
have that blazing quickness
drive to Indianapolis.
But he said supposedly, for
back yet. He's a little reluc- the players, "It's just another
Then It will be back to work,
tant to turn it on. But by Satur- day. They're going over the
with practice at 3 p.m. Friday,
day, You will see the after- same stuff they have been, followed by a news conference
burners going."
fof Crum ,and some of the
nge:to keep the
thery
t saim
Iowa figures to need Lester routine the
players.
operating at or close to top
To do that, Yates said, • By Saturday, fans equipped
speed agaipst Louisville, "He's become a little more
With 'the 5,000 red Cardinal
which clobbered a tough Loui- restrictive.,"
bumper stickers, 19,000 lapel
siana State team 86-66 in .the
posed practices are not stickers and 2,000 lapel butMidwe4-RegiOnal final even .neir. They have been closed
tons the university has printed
though Griffith played just 17 foi the last few weeks, Yates
— not to mention the red
minutes because .01- foul trou- said. "It's- to keep a working 6-whey hats being distributed
ble.
• ,..,
-- will be swarming into town.
,.....Butpowc
atmosphere."
"It was very trAireting for.
"They'll all be wearing red.
turn has to limit
me not to be able to P—_,y,.7.,_.interViews — especially-calls
There won't be any trouble
said Griffith, expressing • a 'far All-America guard Darrell
telling ,the Cardinal fans,"
feeling that Lester knows all Griffith, who sparked ' the
Yates said.
tr_.

4
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Red-clad Louisville Fans
Not So Routine4To Team

Pro-Leagher

Wieners

r

Brand New 1980 Olds Omega

NINO

absentee is Al Geiberger, who
is ill.
Chief among Watson's
challengers are Jack Nicklaus
and Johnny Miller, each on a
continuing comeback crusade.
Miller capped his return from
a 3-year sTump with'a victory
in his last start, at loverrarY-.

On To NCAA
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer

$6490.00

as a "losers' tournament" in
some basketball circles,
especially with 48 teams in the
NCAA'tournament this year.
Lamp answered by saying,
Asked if he was glad to see "There are only two
happy
Lamp go to the line twice in teams in the nation when
the
the crucial final seconds, season ends, and we're
one
of
kidyou
Holland replied,"Are
them."
ding? He's one of the best free
In the consolation game, Ilthrow shooters in the coun- linois got 25 points from
Eddie
try,"
Johnson to defeat Nevada-ras
The NIT has been criticized Vegas 84-74.
and-ones this year," Lamp
said. "I admit I was a little
nervous, but I was confident,
too."
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Franklin Co. Erupts From Dogfight For
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today's
In
games,
Edgewood Dixie Heights, 27-5,
takes on Corbin, 25-5; Marion
County, unbeaten in 28 games,
battles Louisville Mercy
Academy, 28-7; Madisonville
West Hopkins, 28-2.. meets
Owensboro Apollo, 21-9; and
Pikeville, also undefeated at
30-43, plays Louisville Butler,
26-4.
Warren Central, which bowed out at 21-7, was hanging
tough on the shooting of
freshman whiz Clemette
Haskins and trailed 33-28 at
halftime. She scored 12 of her
22 points in 'the first half
before Franklin County's Kel-

Goins lit the charge with a 12foot jumper. There followed a
13-2 eruption that eventually
buried the Dragons 69-53 and
propelled Franklin County into the quarterfinals of the girls
state hrgh school basketball
tournament.
In other first-round action,
Heath surprised Paris 59-46,
Knott County Central
thumped Pulaski County 53-39
and Oldham County upended
Boyd County 47-36. Oldham
County, 28-5, will open play
Friday against Knott County
Central, 24-6. Heath, 27-1, will
play Franklin County Friday
morning.

13) CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
_RICHMOND,'K). I AP) Heavily favored Franklin
County found itself in a dog
fight with Warren Central
midway through the third
period, but Flyers Coach Nancy Finney knew an explosion
v..as coming.
"We're a streak type
ballclub. Well match you
basket for basket, then we'll
take off," Finney said
Wednesday night.
Franklin County, 30-5, clung
to a 41-40 lead when
sophomore all-stater Connie

ly King was ordered to shadow
herevery move.
-We played a 1-1-3 defense,''
Finney said. "We tell Kelly
King to go man-to-man and
drive them nuts. She
(Haskins I wasn't getting hei
shots and,on the shots she was
taking, Kelly was picking at
her just enough."
Finney said the game turned when Warren Central
freshman center Gay Carson
went to the bench with her
fourth personal foul. The
Flyers then began their blitz.
"We were told the Carlson
girl was susceptible to foul
trouble,so we went after her,"

Finney said.
Haath, meanwhile,turned in
Wednesday's biggest shocker.
The Pirates nullified the taller
front line of a veteran Paris
team making its fourth
straight state tournament appearance.
-Skinny little old bunch,
isn't it?" said Pirate Coach
Bobby Notes, gesturing
toward his smallish front line
trio of Nina Walton, Carrie
Gibson and Sharon Ellegood,
who combined for 43 points.
"I played Sharon in the middle of the 1-3-1 ..because
thought Paris' one weak
spot was their center (Dee

Crum Believes Louisville Is Real Cinderall Team
Iowa, Purdue and UCLA
were all surprise finalists
because they finished no better than third in their own conferences.
But Louisville, which won
the Metro Conference tournament after going undefeated
in 12 conference games, was
expected to do well in postseason play.
So why does Crum call
Louisville the Cinderella
team? That title is usually
reserved for a team that
defies the odds and makes it to

the final four.
"Most people consider
UCLA the Cinderella team,
but look what they've got,"
Crum said in a recent interview. "They have seven or
eight high school AllAmericans. We have two or
three depending on whose poll
you use."
Crum also thinks Iowa is
underrated.
"It is not realistic to call
Iowa the underdog," Crum
said. "The only reason they
haven't been ranked in the top

ten is because of poor
forestght by the press. Iowa
will be tough for anyone to
beat."
And Purdue? Well, no team
with All-America center Joe
Barry Carroll could be an
underdog in anybody's tournament.
In explaining why he considers the Cardinals to be the
surprise team of the final four,
Crum points out the beginning
of the season.
It started out looking like a
disaster,........
Starting forward Bobby
Turner got in academic trouble and was redshirted. Then
returning guard Tony Branch
didn't perform up to par in
pre-season practices and was
relegated to the bench.
That left the 43-year-old
County High School gym- tional member.
Registration dates for
coach with only one starting
the Murray-Calloway Co. nasium.
9
senior, All-America guard
Baseball Association's sum•
Anyone who has already Darrell Griffith.
mer leagues will be this SaturThe registration charge is mailed in pre-registration
But the clincher came in the
day and March 29 from 9 a.m. $15 for a single member from forms does not
have to sign up third minute of the third game
to 12 p.m. at the Calloway
a family and $10 for each addi- again.
of the season against Tennessee. Starting center
Scooter McCray, a 6-8
sophomore, tore a knee 'carAge
Birtbdates
League
tilage and was out for the
President
5-6
Aug.'1, 1973 to Aug; 1-A975
T-Ball
season.
Chic Nute
7-8
Aug. 1, 1971 to Aug. 1, 1973
Park
McCray was replaced by his
David Hill
9-10'
Aug. 1, 1969 to Aug. 1,1971
Kentucky
younger brother, Rodney, a 6Ken Bucy
11-12
Aug. 1,1967 to Aug. 1,1969
Little
foot-7 freshman, and
Jim Nix
13
Aug. 1,1966 to Aug. 1, 1967
Prep
Louisville beat Tennessee 77Karen Conoley
14-15
Aug. 1,1964 to Aug. 1,1966
Jr. Babe Ruth
75.
Roy Smith
16-17-18
Aug. 1, 1961 to Aug. 1,1964
Sr. Babe Ruth
Ron McAlister

By JOHN WINN MILLER
Associated Press Writer .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Despite his team's 31-3 record
and No. 2 ranking, Louisville
Coach Denny Crum believes
his Cardinals are the the real
Cinderella team in the final
four of the NCAA basketball
tournament.
Louisville takes on Iowa, 238, Saturday at Indianapolis in
a semifinal game of the tournament. Purdue, 22-9, meets
UCLA, 21-9, in the other
semifinal game.

Registration For Baseball
To Be Next Two Saturdays

Summer Baseball League Alignments

.'I didn't tell the players, bill
when we lost ScooterI thought
we would be lucky to win 20
games this season," Crum
said.
Crum's pessimisim was based on more than losing his
starting center. He also had
lost the heart of his new defensive strategy.
"We decided before the
Season that we were going to
use a press to make the other
teams play the full 94 feet for
the whole game. And Scooter.
because of his quickness, was
the key to the press," Crum
said.
•
"The injury made the other
players work harder. They
have done everything I've asked them to do. As far as attitude, this is the best team
I've ever coach," said Crum,
who in his ninth season at
This teain has done pretty
well for a bunch of rookies
with a 6-7 center," Crum said.
"And they have earned
everything they've got."

Boosters
To Meet
The Calloway County
Athletic 'Boosters Club will
meet March 23 at 2 p.m. at the
Calloway County High School
Library.

Bullets Cry For Help
As Playoffs Go Dim

TURNING IN THEIR APPUCATIONS to Susy Wells, President of
the Murray-Calloway
Co. Baseball Association, to play summer baseball are (from left)
Rick Nute (T-Ball);
Mike Kelso(Park League); and Chris Hays(Kentucky League);
and (from right) Mark McCla rd (Little League); Eddie Crutchfield (Prep League); Tom
Schweattmann (jr. Babe
Ruth); and Eddie Reguarth (Sr. Babe Ruth).

UK SENIORS
BASKETBALL EXHIBITION
Kyle Macy

Jay Shidler
lavon Williams
with
Truman Claytor
Duane Casey

VS

Louie Danipiens All Stars
Mike Casey
John Adams

Ronnie Lyons
Jim Andrews

Larry Stamper
Steve lochmueller

At

Paducah Tilghman Gym
Sat., April 19th - 8:00 p.m.
Reserved Seats $6.50
General Admission $5.00
Tickets Can Be Purchased At:

Dennison and Hunt, Murray
Hunts, Mayfield
Reserved seal
Sporting Goods

um be'purcha5ed only at Poilvtah

-

By The Associated Press
topped the 76ers.
Washington Bullets Coach
The Spurs remain second in
Dick M-otta has a message for the Central Division, one
the rest of the National game ahead of Houston. The
Basketball Association:
76ers are three behind Boston
HELP!
in the Attantic Division.
More specifically, the
Pacers 125, Nets 112
injury-riddled. Bullets' hopes
Twenty-four points by
for a playoff berth are slowly center James Edwards and a
vanishing. Their 109-93 loss to career-high 23 by reserve
Atlanta, coupled with guard Jqe Hassett enabled the
Houston's 139-113 shellacking Pacers lo shake off a New
of New York, dropped Jersey rally and beat the Nets.
Washington 2'2 games behind
Indiana saw a 10-point lead
the Rockets in the chase for in the second period turn into a
the final berth in the Eastern two-point deficit starting the
Conference. The Bullets have fourth quarter. But successive
seven games to play and baskets by Hassett, Edwards
Houston has six. •
and George McGinnis put In"Our only chance is to catch diana comfortably ahead with
Houston," Motto Said. "When nine minutes to play. Ed Joryou have to depend on other dan had 24 points for the Nets.
people, you're desperate Suns 112, Lakers 108
and we're desperate."
Paul Westphal's_ 30 points,
In the rest of the NBA it was two of them crucial free
Utah 103, Chicago 100; San An- throws with seven seconds to
tonio 105, Philadelphia 99; In- play, enabled the Suns to.
diana 125, New Jersey 112; match a club record with their
Phoenix 112, Los Angeles 108; 50th victory of the season.
Portland 115, Golden State 113
Phoenix, at 50-26, is third in
in overtime, and Milwaukee tile Pacific Division, 41
/
2
108,Seattle 106.
games behind the 55-22
Rockets 139, Knicks 113
Lakers, who got 29 points from
Houston hit 19 of 20 shots in Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
'
the second period - the first
The. Lakers' center got a
19 before Rudy Tomjanovich field goal and free throw to cut
missed a three-pointer in the the Suns'lead to 110-108 before
closing minute - and rode Westphal locked things up.
Calvin Murphy's season-high Jamaal Wilkes added 19 points
38 points past the Knicks.
for Los Angeles - just two of
Murphy got 15 of his points them in the second half.
as Houston erupted for 47 in
Blazers 115, Warriors 113
the third quarter to take an
Billy Ray Bates scored 22
unbeatable Ill-77 lead into the points - eight in the fourth
final period.
quarter and eight in overtime
Tomjanovich added 27 - in Portland's victory over
points for the Rockets while the Warriors that put the Trail
Ray Williams had 21 for New Blazers fourth in the Pacific
York,
Division, ahead of San Diego
in the battle for the final
Jazz 103, Bulls 100
Utah was even colder than Western Conference playoff
the Hawks before getting berth.
things together and turning
Clifford Ray's basket with
back the Bulls. The Jazz fell five seconds remaining tied it
behind 15-8 after half of the 102-102 and forced overtime.
first period and didn't take the But Bates got the first basket
lead until Don "Duck" in the extra period and the
Williams stole a pair of in- Trail Blazers never trailed
bounds passes in the fourth after that, handing Golden
period scored each time for a State its eighth loss in eight
92-88 lead.
overtime games. Phil Smith's
Tom Boswell led Utah with 28 points led the losers.
20 points, Ron Boone added 18
Bucks 108,Soaks 1116
and Williams had 12. Artis
Bob Lanier, who scored 23
Gilmore led the Bulls with 23 points to match Marques
points.
Johnson for team honors,
Spurs 105,74ers 99
scored a pair of field goals and
-Thirty-three points by San blocked Paul. Silas' shot with
AntOinio's George Gervin oft- 1:20 to play to help the Bucks
set 33by Philadelphia's JOBS -beat Seattle. Gus Williams of
Erving and the Spurs, with the Sonics led all scorers with
Larry Kenon adding 24 points, 39 points.

Dee Stiles ,• Notes said
'Everything they did,it seemed like we were prepared for
them. Defense has carried us
through the whole year.'
Notes downplayed talk of an
upset. He said western Kentucky teams simply don't
receive the acclaim they
deserve.
"I guess they (the Lady
Hounds) were thinking they
can't be beat, but our girls
thought they could," he said.
"If our girls had been intimidated, we'd have been
beaten, but they went in there
and rebounded with them."
Oldham County had one less
field goal and, two fewer rebounds, but managed to
outscore Boyd County 15-2
from the foul line and was
never seriously threatened.
"LI wasn't very pretty, but
I'll take it," Coach DaveWeedman said. "Boyd County
is capable of playing much
better, but they looked tight."
The Colonels were led by
Nathy Stites and Rita Berry,
who scored 16 points apiece..

•

In

1811

They each had four points as
Oldham County scored the
first 10 points of the game.
Berry added four more in an 80 run to open the second
quarter and the Colonels led
25-14 at halftime.
"I felt like at times we
coasted a lot in the second half
and I got scared," Weedman
said.
Melanie May, Boyd
County's all-state center, felt
only frustration, however. She
never escaped the doubleteam of Stites and Viv Bohon
and was held to 10 points.
-They did a good job on
Melanie," said Lions Coach
Pam Traylor. -I think maybe
we could have gone a little bit
more to Suzanne VanHoose.
our other big girl. We were
really frustrated. We had a lot
of turnovers." Sharon Combs scored just
eight points for Knott County
Central, but tossed in six during a 13-0 run that put Pulaski
County on the ropes in the Sehalf.

"We had good play from
Sharon," said Coach Sam
Smith. "She didn't score too
many, but she ran the team.'
The loss was disappointing
for the Maroons, who earned a
trip to Richmond by ousting
three-time defending champion Laurel County in the 12th
Region play ofIs.
"We were dreading theni on
account of that," Smith said
Combs' 15-footer gave the
Patriiits breathing room. 3830, after three quarters. Knott
County then put the gano.‘
away by scoring the first 11
points of the final frame.
By the time Pulaski County
regained its composure. the
hole was too deep from which
to escape.
"We forced a few passes inside instead of rumung our
patterns," Maroons' Coach
Larry Hurt said. "We tried to
make it ( the deficit up tot,
fast. We got a few good shots.
but they' didn't fall. That
about all you can say about the
third quarter."

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
By The Associated Press
Eastern Conlerrace
Atlantic Division
W L
Pct.
y-Boston
.700
- 18
y-Phila.
54 71
.720
33 39
New Yak
.491
Washington
34 41
.453
New Jersey
32 45
.416
Catral Divides
a-Atlanta
4catilmc618
San Antonio
36 38
.503
Houston
37 39
.457
Inchana
35 42
.455
Cleveland
33 43
.434
Detroit
16 60
.211
Western Coolerence
Midwest Madan
y-Milwaukee
45 32
.584
y-Kansas City
43 32
.573
Denver
5347 362
°moat°
27 49
.355
Utah
23 53
.311
Pacific Dhaka
y-Los'Angeles
55 37
.714
51 34
y-Seattle
.860
y-Phoenix
50 Z
0511
35 41
San Diego
35 42
.455
Golden State
23 54
299
x•clinched division title
pclinched playoff berth
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta in, Washington 43
San Antonio 105, Philadelphia 99
Inckana 125, New Jersey 112
Houston in, New Yost 113
Utah'103, Chicago 100
Ptnenix 112, Lea Angeles 106
• Portland 115, Gaden State U3, OT
Milwaukee 108, Seattle 106
'llarsday's Games
Houton at Cleveland
Boston at Detroit
Philadelphia at Washington
Dawer at Kansas City

Sports In Brief
41.
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By The Associated Press
TENNIS
NEW YORK ( AP
Topseeded Mar-.
tinis Navrattlova, second-seeded Tracy
Austin and third-seeded Billie Jean King
had little trouble posting victories in the
opening round of a $300,000 tournament.
Navratilova crushed Kathy Jordan 62, 6-1; King topped England's Virginia
Wade 6-1, 6-3, and Austin scored a 6-3, 5-3
decision over Greer Stevens before the
South African retired with an ankle injury. Evonne Goolagong downed fellow

Australian Wendy Turnbull 7-6, 6-4
FRANKFURT, West Germany Al'.
- Top-seeded John McEnroe withdrew
because of an injury in the $175.00o
Frankfurt tournament.
Meanwhile, India's Vijay Asmara)
defeated Argentina's Jose luis Clerc 6-4,
6-4 Butch Watts beat Australia's Phil
Dent 6-2, 6-0; Brian Gottfried ousted
local favorite Uh Pinner 3-6, 6-2, 6-2, and
Stan Smith brushed aside Steve Denton
6-1,6-2.

Transactions
By The Assailed Press
BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKEES-Announoed the
resignation of 14bckey Mcrabito, pubbaty
director.
National League
ATLANTA BRAVES-Assigned Larry
Whiseston aid Gary Cooper, culfielders;
[Jury Owal, Matt Sinatro and None
McDonald, catchers; Jerry Keller, first
baseman,and Mike Miller,infielder, to their
--minariessgteeanip,
FOUTBALL
Nakao!Foothill League
CHICAGO BEARS-Extends:1 the contract of Neil Armstrong, heed coach,
arough the He season.
NEW YORK GIANTS-Named Mike
Faulkiner assistant coach for special
assignments
SAN FRANCISCO ZEES-Traded an tar
diseased draft choice to the ancinnan
Bengals fir Seca Perry,defensive back
Candi= Foothill League
MONTREAL ALOUETTES-Signed
Mark Heidebrectt,linebacker.
.
HOCKEY
'Nadas& lionkey League
NHL-Fined Phil Myre, goalie,

Preadelphia Flyers, $E.00 for swinging
stack at the glass in front of a goal judge last
week in Chicago
COLLEGE
ARMY-Named Pete ipaudet head
basketball coach.
BROCKPORT STATE-Named Bob
MoLlenhauer head baseball coach and(beryl
Metzen women's lacrosse coach.
fill.LSDALE 03LIEGE--Named Mart
Comstock head basetall coach.
SYRACUSE-Named Mike Pariseau
defanavesscandarycoach- - - -

Exhibition Baseball
By The Associsted Press
Wednesday's Games
Tononto 5, Chicago IA } 4
Texas 3,New York A I 1
Detroit 3, Onannaii 2
Ica Angeles7,Boston 2
St, Louis 14, Kansas(Sty
Minnesota 9,Houston0
Pittsbirgh 5,New York Nt 4
Philadelgtia 11, Maltreat
Afilwaultee8,Seattle 3
San Diego 17,Cleveland 2
Oakland 6,Chicago ( N 5
San Francisco 11,California I
Atlanta 6, fialtunore0

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

Sterile Cleaning Solution for use with soh
(hydrophilic) contact lenses or lenses made from
other new polymers as listed below

Limit One

$167

Nivea
Creme Soap
A Pure Novo'
Way To Cleanse Even
Delicate Skin

Anti-Gas Antacid
100's

Limit One

Prices Good Thru March 27, 1980

Senators Weighing Answers To
Questions On 'Windfall' Oil Tax
By JIM LUTHER ---'"—airreal—
p
acceptance pf his
Associated Press Writer
plan to ...remove federal price
AP
—
WASHINGTON
controls from U.S. crude oil.
Senators are weighing one of
Decontrol will cost consumers
the unanswered questions an estimated $1 trillion more
about the proposed "windfall" in the 1980s than with controlltax on the oil industry
ed prices. This $1 trillion is
whether the $227.7 billion
what is called the "windfall.'
ultimately will come out of the
Consumers will pay the $1
pockets of consumers or be ab- trillion increase regardless of
sorbed by the major oil.com- whether there is a tax on the
ponies.
"windfall," says the Carter
"The people feel the major administration and most
oil companies will find some backers of the tax. The only
way to pass it on to con- question, they say, is whether
sumers," Sen. Robert Dole, R- the oil industry keeps all of the
Kan., said Wednesday as the
Senate began final consideration of the compromise tax
bill. A inaj.or task of proponents of the tax is to convince Americans they will not
NEW YORK iAPI — Some
have to pay it, he added.
"The burden of the tax will bank - analysts expect the
fall entirely on the oil pro- prime lending rate to reach 20
ducers and royalty holders." percent soon, following
said Sen. Russell B. Long, D- another round of rate increases by the nation's largest
La., manager of the bill.
"Of course the tax will be banks.
The latest boost Wednesday paid by consumers," retorted
to a record 19 percent marked
Sen: Malcolm Wallop,'Ft-Wyo.
The Senate apparently will the eighth time in the last
have several days to ponder month that business borrowthe question sincten oil state ing costs have jumped. On
bloc led by Sen. Henry Feb. 19 the rate stood at 1534
Bellmon, fli•Okla., plans to ex- percent.
Economists and bankers
'tend debate in an effort to
force the convening of a new say the new rate increases can
Senate-Itlase conference be tied to the Federal Reserve
committee. That group's hope Board's latest moves to
. is that a new committee would tighten credit and to increases
write a compromise that in banks' cost of acquiring
would mean less taxes on in- funds.
Some analysts are
dependent oil producers.
Bellmon and his backers forecasting further increases
refused Co allow an agreement in the prime, which is the
that would have set a.,day to minimum interest rate banks
end debate and take a final charge on loans to their most
corporate
vote on the bill, which already credit-worthy
customers.
has passed the House.
"It could be at least 20 perThe tax was proposed by
President Carter to win cent within a week or.two,"

additional money or is forced
to give $227.7 billion of it to the
federal government.
After existing local, state
and federal taxes are subtracted, the. -windfall" tax
would leave the oil industry an
estimated $221 billion of the $1
trillion it is expected to realize
from the price increase.
Wallop contends the oil industry will have to pass the
'windfall" tax on to consumers, just as most other
taxes are recouped in the normal course of doing business.

The compromise bill, written over a two-month period
Ity a Senate-House conference
coinunittee, earmarks $137
billion of the tax revenue for
income tax reductions. But it
does not guarantee a tax
reduction. That would require
passage of separate legislation.
Because the bill is a compromise written by a conference committee, the
Senate, in effect, can du
nothing except pass it or kill it.
It cannot be amended.

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.
Prices Good Duo Sun
The Right To Limit Quantities
Reserve
We

Listerine
Antiseptic

Pepto Bismol
For Upset Stomach
Indigestion,
Nouseo, Diarrhea
80z. Bottle

18 oz &Hie

Listermint
Antiseptic
180z Bottle
Mouthwash
and Gargle

said Maria Ramirez, assistant
vice president at Merrill
Lynch Co. in New York. "I
wouldn't be suprised if the
prime rate is at 20 percent by
-Friday."
Chase Manhattan Bank, the
nation's third-largest, led the
move to 19 percent by increasing its rate Tuesday from the
181 4 percent it had posted just
one week ago. Most other major banks matched the 19 percent rate on Wednesday, including San Francisco-based
Bank of America,the nation's
largest,and No.2 Citibank.
The prime rate is not tied to
rates on consumer loans, but
is a widely watched indicator
of interest rate trends.
American Saving & Loan
Association of Los Angeles
said Wednesday it had boosted
its home mortgage. rate from
17 percent to. 17'2 percent,
while Chase Manhattan said
-its mortgage rate would rise
from 15'2 percent to 16 percent today.

Most businestses that don't
qualify for the prime rate
usually pay at least 2 percentage points moFe on their
loans, although Chase has announced it is offering to loan
money to a limited number of
small businesses at 18's percent.
Separately, Wells Fargo
Bank at San Francisco,the nation's Hui largest, said
Wednesday it had frozen
credit limits on its 1.28 million
Master Card and Visa credit
cards in response to the
government's
credittightening moves.
At J.C. Penney Co., officials
said Wednesday the company
-has stiffened the qualifications for credit applicants,
curtailed credit promotions
and increased the minimum
purchase for a time payment
from $19 to $200. Other
changes are under consideration, a Penney official said, including a boost in minimum
monthly credit payments.

BAYER
CHILDREN'S
Ai41,1.1114

Arrid Extra Dry
Anti Persprant
Regular or Unscented ._
Arrid Extra Dry Light Powder, Scented
Arrid XX_Extra Extra Dry Scented
4 oz. Plus 40 °. More f
Can

Norwich
Glycerin
Suppositories
Laxative

Chlor-Trimeton
Allergy Tablets
For Relief Of Upper
Respiratory Allergy
Symptoms

Bottle of 24

MassengiII

Disposable
Douche

Denture Cleanser
Tablets

Complete Ready-To-Use
Country Flower or
Vinegar and Water
Twin Pack Two Unit,
6 oz. Each

40 Tablets

96,,

Close-Up Toothpaste

P155/130113 blacxwa
plus Si 59 PET no
trade needed

For Relief
Of Colds,
Sinus Congestion
24 Tablets

And
...Team Up With Tiempo
Saturday!
Save Now Through
edges tor traction
• Over 10,000 gripping
and wear
strength
for
belts
• Double steel
radial
Goodyear
• A smooth, quiet riding construction
ply
radial
• Fuel saving

SIZES

_
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"
4 8"
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LUBE & OIL
CHANGE.
$688

lubrication
• Oil change • thaws
check • DIfisrantial
9-point MoIntertanceSoviet 'steering fluid, a
•
fluid • Cif fitter
fluid • Battery;
Brake fluid • 111111STISSIOM • Tiro air pisswater level • eattera Cables
Noses
and
Baits
sure •
iactsudeairany. imports and light trucks.
Please call for appotriterent
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• Inspect all four tires • Set
caster, camber, and toe to
proper alignment • Inspect
suspension and steering sys-

tems

Most U S cars Foreign Cars
at our option Front wheel
and. Chevettes extra.
Rana and additional services
extra if needed

arty•

Light Weight
Easy To Hold
Easy To Use
, Model 1889

"Bias ply construction for
cushioned ride, durability, and
long life

Wahl 41n 1
Massage Kit

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Custemer Credit Plan
r:h
• Meater
Charge • %/Ma • American Express Card • Carte Blanche
Elii • nees Club • Cash

includes uo to
lire quarts mmor
brand 10,430 oil.
Oil fitter extra if needed.

Northern Compact
Pocket Pistol MiniPro Dryer

• Polyester cord body for strength
• Six rib road gripping tread design

Front-End Alignment-Your Choice
—
88

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

PON()6,
MILK
,,....„

F
LIETIME*

ALIGNMENTAGREEMENT
you pay only once! From then
on, we'll align your car's
front end at no charge every 5,000 miles or
whenever it's needed-for as tong asyou own
your car No prObiems. No hassle No fooling!
• *LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
Fbr as long as you own your car, weird+ recheck and align
the froht end, if needed, every 8 montha or 5.000 miles or whenever needed. Valid only at the Goodyear Service
Store where purchafaed. Offer does not Cover the replacement Of tires and/or parts that become worn or damaged
Agreement void if service work affecting the alignment, is
performed by ar,y other °WM_

Goodyear Service Store
Store Nouns: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 4m. Mon.-Sat.

Extra Powerful, light Weight
Comfort.Grig,Handle
No. 4J8

- —Durable,
tong Lasting;
Heavy Duty,
24"x14"
No. 3373 Colored
No 3375 Natural

Sanyo
Horizon Quartz
Clock With AM
Radio
Woke To Music Or Beep
Alarm, Precision Quartz Clock
'No RPMS002

Presto
Fry Daddy

sale

Electric Deep Fryer
Family Size,
Easy To Clean
Easy T9 Store, Non-Stick
SiirTiree'
FDF1
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Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.

Flow-Troll
Live Bait

Bucket

Kentucky

J

2136$499

By Plano
Model No. 118

1000

ome items not exactI as ictured
t•
r A

Bath
Rug

Worm and Bait Pak

Reg. $14.37

ororNiumeararijr
Ameirei

Plano

Mini Magnum

Smith
and Wesson
Model 29

44 Magnum

83:8 Bbl. with presentation case

----1)K1 eeps Live Bait
Livelier longer

ONE ONLY
$37900

$577

No. 1730
Reg. 14.95

Tackle

SALE

Box $1 200
Zebco
202
With
5 Ft. Rod
Sale
$597
-

Ala%

Large

Sizes 36-46

fte-

Ladies

Boy's

Belts

Painters
Pants

Assorted Styles
and Colors
Always

$697
Small

Hummingbird
Super 30

By Duciolena
Szes 6-12

$099

1/3
Off

Only

Sole
$115900

Special Selection
' ladies

Complete With Straps

Ladies & Girls

Purses
1/3

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Slush Boots
Fashion Boots
$2-$3-$11

Off
SP r ercjl 5? yles

$497
Battery
Boxes

Reg. 170.00

Suggested Retail Price

and Culor.s

ALLAI

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Sakrette
I.
Sakrete

Concrete
Mix
$147
80 Lbs.411/

Peat
Humus
40 Lbs $267

Small

Marble
Chips
$227

50 Lbs

50 Lbs

Top
Soil
$257

0

$257

it74

1hr

P.-rIng
„ob..

$417

4 Lbs..

Vegetable
and
Plant
Runner

2 1/4"

4;
-

50 Lbs.

40 Lbs.

40 Lbs.

4

21 7

Cow
Manure
$137

Potting
Soil al Potting
African Cactus Soil
Violet Mix

Garden V' Peat
Mulch
Pots
3 Ft. x 50 Ft.
1 2 Mil.
1/

Lawn
Lime

LIME
FraiErEt

1-57

Each —
111

IN •

40 Ft.
6" High

Aluminum
Grass Guard
447
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By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: twenty-two years ago. when I was in col
lege, I was very much in love with a girl named Dotty.
Unhappily we broke up, both married other people, raised
nice families, and lost track of each other.
We ran into each' other about a year ago and discoyered
that we were both divorced. The old flame was rekindled,
we started seeing each other again, and it is wonderful! We
live 150 miles apart, but because of our jobs we can't marry
at this time. However, we spend almost every weekend
together. Our children, all over 18. approve of our relationship. and the fact that we sleep together has never been hidden from them.
Dotty has invited me and my children to spend Easter
week at her home. Her children will be there, too. Dotty has
also invited her parents.
Being a very open and honest person. Dotty told her
parents about the sleeping arrangements. and they were
horrified! They say they will not sleep under the same roof
with Dotty and me if we're sleeping together!
It is not a religious issue, but they are calling it that in
order to give more substance to their objections.(They don't
attend any church.1 I would like your opinion.
NO HYPOCRITE
DEAR NO: Even though you may not consider sex out
side of marriage a religious issue, Dotty's parents do, so out
of respect to them, you and Dotty should forego sharing the
same bed on that weekend—unless you want to flaunt your
total disregard for them and their values.
DEAR ABBY: I am a reasonably attractive working
woman in my late 20s. In my job I am constantly in contact
with the public. My problem is that I am frequently asked
out by men and find it very difficult and sometimes embarrassing to say no.
Would itt be wrong for me to wear.a wedding ring while I
work even ithough I am not married?
UNMARRIED BUT UNAVAILABLE
DEAR DOUBLE UN; A wedding ring (like a sign that
says,"WET PAINT")is not always-a deterrent. Wear one if
you wish, but a more mature solution would be to develop
sufficient spunk to say, "No," emphatically, convincingly
and without apologies or excuses.
DEAR ABBY: I am ,a girl with a very touchy problem. I
have a friend who is cross-eyed. My mother says this can
be corrected by surgery, but I just can't bring myself to
mention it to her because I don't want to hurt her feelings.
Many people know she's my best friend, and they ask me
why she doesn't get her eyes fixed because she would be so
pretty otherwise. I usually saY, "I don't know why." and
walk away. What else can I say'?
.. Guys notice it right away, and I am sure that's the reason
she has very few dates. She is a lovely girl with a nice personality. Is there some way I can help her without hurting
her feelings'? We are both 15.
WANTS TO HELP
DEAR WANTS: Yes. Only a good friend would care
enough to tell her that most cross-eyes can be corrected.
Perhaps she doesn't know. Or,perhaps she isn't aware of
how conspicuous it is. If you tell her in the spirit of friendly
'
loving kindness, she 'should be grateful, not hurt.
what
know
don't
Do you hate to write letters because you
to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,.congratulations,
how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are included in Abby's booklet, "How To
Write Letters for all Occasions." Send SI and a long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

in

BUY 4sago
PLANTS! pq

Research confirms that round
kernels plant evenly and give you
uniform stands.
But the biggest bonus may be the;C
1
hybrids you get—Coker 16 & 22—
"The Companio,ns.- Both display
excellent vigor and reward you with lig
high yields. Coker 22 matures 7 to
10 days later than Coker 16.
High Yielders In Official Tests
* Coker 16 yielded 171.6 bu/A at
Lexington, and 162.4 bu/A at
Princeton in the University of
Kentucky's official variety trials
last year.
s

Ask your Coker Dealer about his IM
4-Plus-1 Program on ROUND
KERNEL Coker 16 and Coker 22!

COKER'S PEDIGREEDSEED COMPANY
Richland, Ind.
Tunica, Miss.

—--C6ntart your

Phone 812-359-5026
601-363-2651

Coker Represent-et vel
John Mobley,qaeeo,Ky. Ph:502-264-1728.,
Gaylon Jennings, Kuttawa, Ky.
Ph: 502-388-9774
Jerry Doss, Elizabethtqwn. Ky.
Ph,; 502-737-5569
3614X 4

WA! 1410

Open 5-7 Mon.-Mors.
Fri. enel

Bonus Special Both With
$25.00 Order

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Charmin
or
White Cloud

#

Sib.

limit I

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products

With $12.50 Adoitional
Purchaso Excluding
Tobacco 11 Dairy Products

beans
Libby Tomato

KETCHUP
Libby s Golden Sweet Crean- Style

CORN
iv
s Aiva DRESSING
MUSTARDHyde

32 oz

59c

Park

....

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

Hunts Tomato Sauce

SPECIAL
SLENDER BARS
GREEN BEANS
GREEN BEANS

16 oz

Green Giant Cut

49'
3/51

16 oz

`

- ye More On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Park
gal

$191

golS 1

Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK

gal

Hyde Park

BUTTERMILK

b 49'

'.46 oz.

COUNTRY
HAMS

9c

Welch s Grope

JELLY

Sliced Free

DINNER

"

He

1'

$739
24 oz. /s,
Puss & Boots Gourmet'Ptate

Sunshine Kr'spy

CRACKERS

1 lb. box

59'CAT FOOD

15,z.4/$1

Sunshine Sugar,

$189

WAFFERS-

12 ct

DELI

PRODUCE DEPT.

Owen's Famous Pit Baked

HAM

lb

1 Lb Bog Cello
7

or whole 5219
lb

CARROTS.

1/39'

Eck rich All Meat
Bologna or Pickle & Olive

TIP ROAST

LOAF

$189
lb

I

Fresh Green

CABBAGE

lb

5C

lb

10`

5 lb

69'

Owen's Best Barbecue

Field 1 Lb Wieners or

51 19

BOLOGNA

BEEF

lb

5289

lb

51 69

BAKED HAM

S119 _i
weliEsisiboi
cA

SPARE RIBS

•
4b

5298
U.S. No. 1 White

POTATOES
98
lb $2
U.S. No. I White

Qwen's Best Oven Baked

$1 29
lb

TURKEY BREAST

Yellow

ONIONS

Owen's Best Barbecue

Country Style

E
P illoROAST

I

z gol

U.S. C. toice Sirloin

Ciater
ikueHOPS

$149
I

Harper's
Whole

Musslemon Arable

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST
MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

TIP STEAK

23 oz

3-5 lb. Avg.

KOSHER DILLS..

Hyde Park Lo-Cai
Green Top

PARKAY -(14Z
JUICE

39

TOMATOES

MILK

Hines

Blue Bonne-t—Or

Del Monte Whole

MILK

Duncan

BACON

Cornation

U.S. Choice Sirloin
* Coker 22 made 169.9 bu/A last 011
year in Kentucky's official variety
test at Princeton. Over all the
tests Coker 22 averaged 50.3 bu/A
more than the statewide farm
yield average.

Leer Ti limit Oodoitertos

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Choice of 1 With
$ 1 2.50 Order

Hyde Park Whole Peeled
It's Coker's 4-Plus-1 Program. For
every four bags ofIELQUND KERNEL
Cdker-16 or Coker 22 youbuy, pun
Coker Dealer will give you a fifth
bag to plant.. That chops a whopping 20% off your seed costs!

IV43

We Reserve I

1407 W. Main•Phone 753-4682

Bars Unweds
In Her Beds

Companion
Corns

Specials 6cal E
Mau 20 thrs Mar. 26

$129
lb

POTATOES

10 lb
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en HEALTH

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
9-9 MON-SAT
1-6 SUNDAY

Has stomach spasms

ik.41

Lawrence L.La mo,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - tm low-fat milk and Sanka coffee
writing about my 31-year-old but I don't see any improveson He's been having stomach ment with that. He's tried
spasms for the past year He's Maalox, Maalox plus Librax,
had all the tests take% includ- Mylanta, Valium, Donatal,
ing barium enemas. X-rays, Metamucil and all sorts of
brain scan and about every- other antacid pills
thing you can think of and all
DEAR READER - I can't
the tests are negative He's tell what you mean by stombeen to several different doc- ach spasms. However, since
tors and each one has a differ- he's had such an extensive
ent diagnosis He has tried all work up without finding anythe treatments and nothing thing significant, it suggests
seems to help
that there is no structural,
He still gets two or three serious disease that would be
spasms a day and some of life threatening or disabling
them last a couple of hours Of course, you can still have a
and some are only 10 minutes
very severe pain from spasms
At present he's on 98 percent of the colon or at the outlet of

the stomach, pylorospasm or
esophageal spasms. A problem doesn't have to be life
threatening to be pretty
uncomfortable.
Perhaps you're trying to
tell me he has a spastic colon
so I'm sending you The Health
Letter manber 2-1, Irritable
or Spastic Colon and Constipation. Other readers who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your reguest to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. It will
give you some helpful hints
that he might use in reference
o diet which may help his
problem.
Now,some people who have
severe digestive complaints
and there's nothing to see on
X-rays and tests that are commonly used really have milk
intolerance. It's worth a try
So I would suggest that your
son try two things. First, eliminate all milk from his diet,
including all foods that
include any milk or dairy
products in their pre_paration.
And at the same time he
should eliminate all forms of

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

3 War god
Answer to Wednesday's Puzz e
4 Essences
1 Resort
5 Warrant
4 Type size
6 Military unit
9 Lick
7 Cravat
Ow
12 Pronoun
8 Printer's
COO
O A CI
COO
13 Italian city
measure
14 Anglo-Saxon 9 Game at
money
cards
15 Before
10 Macaw
16 Domesticate 11 Stroke
17 Taxi timer
17 Protective
19 Cerium symditch
bol
18 Alarming
ox
20 Old pronoun 20 Tibetan
21 Sinecures
21 Steamship
22 Meditertabbr
ranean vessel
23 Vast age
24 Highlander
24 Sarcasm
48 Exist
37 Spread for
25 Flower
28 Recent
49 Obtain
drying
26 Forptication
30 Giggled
38 Newspapers 50 Obese
27 Dropsy
32 The sweet52 Greek letter
42 Pronoun
29 Departed
sop
53 Precious
-45 Pipe
31 Electrified
34 Also
stone
46 Help
particle
55 Sun god
, 35 Be borne
47 Nod
33 Locations
36 Sorry ones
39 Uncle -,10 11
5
7
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9
3
2
1
40 Sofa
41 Greek letter
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13
12
43 Sodium symbol
17
15
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44 Redactor
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15 19
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34
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37
56 Summer Fr
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IS
411
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DOWN

52

53

II0

1 Pronoun
2 Through

PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY

•

pring
áe

ON LAWN
AND GARDEN
SUPPLIES
...At Prices that will be hard to beat!

Permit Applications
Okayed By Airport Group

41

58 Solar disks
59 Scottish cap

coffee, including any decaffeinated coffee, tea and avoid
colas of any type, particularly
those that contain caffeine_
Some people are surprised
to learn that decaffeinated
coffee is also irritating to the
digestive system in some
people.
If your son should do well
on this program then he can
stay off of these items but he
would then need some calcium supplements either by
using milk that's been treated
to break down the milk sugar
adequately or by using a milk
substitute made from soybeans such as ProSobee that
doesn't contain milk.
In case your son continues
to have difficulty the possibility that he has anxiety that
causes digestive symptoms
should be considered. Many
people with emotional conflicts do have digestive
complaints. In such instances,
professional counseling often
helps. A psychiatrist may be
able to determine the source
of the anxiety provoking conflict that could be the basic
problem. A lot of medical
complaints are caused by anxiety and the anxiety sometimes goes unrecognized.

91

FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
The Kentucky Airport Zoning
Commission Wednesday approved seven applications for
permits to construct towers or
alter existing structures.
A self-supporting communications tower in Mount
Sterking was approyed for
Bruce Electronics Inc., with
the stipulation the tower
either be lighted or lowered
somewhat.
An antenna tower in Paintsville for Kentucky's Division
of Forestry also was approved, provided it is lighted.
Also approved:
. A beacon At_the_SomersgtPulaski County Airport for use
as a middle marker for approaches to a runway,
An antenna tower in
Henderson atop an office
building.

A guyed microwave tower in
Elizabethtown for the I.C. G.
Railroad Co.
Marking, painting and
lighting of an existing steel
tower in Pikeville for Tel-Corn
Inc. of Harold.
WESTVACO Corp.'s request
to delete marking and lighting
requirement for 'a pronsed
shell stack. The firm is from
Wickliffe.

MURRAY"
20-INCH CUT MOWER

TREES

Board Rejects
Request For New
Paintsville Hospital

88

--LOULSVII 1 Fr,,_Ky 1APL —
The state Certificate of Need
and Licensure Board Wednesday rejected a request by
Paintsville Hospital owners to
replace their 60-year-old
facility.

Reg 8.88
Central
Shopping
Center

COAST TO COAST STORES
total hardware

Easy-to-operate mower with 20 cut
ling edge, horizontal pull starter and
manual height adjuster Chute de, hector, rear safety features

8997

HOMELITE
STRING
TRIMMER

11997
Trims closer in than a lawn
mower goes, farther out than an
electric trimmer Adjustable
handle with 2-cycle fuel tank engine Full 20" cutting path And, it
weighs only
lbs Job-proven'

HOMELITE TEXTRON

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
For Shopping Convenience

49

Powerful Tillers
for Your Garden
A 5 HP ham clove tiller vtelh Briggs 9.
Stratton engine 13., !Ines Tubular
steel r•arles 481 2434 .
8 Deluxe 5 HP chain dr,ve tiller skrith
reverse 481 7442

1995

GARDENT CART FOLDING FENCE

24995'

Roll-eksy
wheels Semi- '
pneumatic
tires, 4-cu

ft

2497

Plastic
coated steel
long
10-ft
open

capacity

217

ANOTHER GREAT
GARDENING
SPECIAL

9995

UTILITY WHEELBARROW
Sturdy yet lightweight with 3 cu. ft.
capacity! Strong steel construction.
pneumatic tire for dependable service. 32x25x6" tray.

31995B

GROW
GREEN ...
SAVE
GREEN!

t,
Coast to Coast
Push Mowers

•

21995

engine four cutung heights
A 20 push mosver with Br,yys & Stratton
S9998
481 2004
HP lirrggs & Stratton engine
4
with
mower
deluxe
propelled
sell
in
21
8
...11 219 95
481 2137
I. 0199$
u221
INSET Grass catcher to lit behind mower 482

ORNAMENT
36 high flowerwind vane 12
diameter daisy'

79900

19'

1.7995
20-in. Mulching
Mower
No more raking or bagging
with the Coast 20- mulching
mower Features 4 HP Briggs
& Stratton engine vert•cal
Pull starter and S position
- tseight adiusters 481 2087

Coast Classic 8-HP
Rear Tine Tiller
Powerful Coast Class.c rear tine tiller
Features 8 HP Brrggs & Stratton engine with electric start 9 positron
'
handle 481 2475

i9C
119

77

Wooden

Cape
design
long

It's a "Classic"
from
Coast to Coast

5

PICKET FENCE
Cod
36

22-In. Coast Classic
Rear Rag Mower

5,
IOC

1888,

4 HP rear bagging lawn rno:ver with
easy.sigmying beg Features 22 in,
mowing ack with single lever height
adiustment Deluxe Briggs & Stratton
engine with vertical pull carter oil
dip stsck, gas gauge and engine
shroud 481-2152

28995

22-In.
Self-Propelled
Mower

15995

ROSES' POTTING SOIL
It's a
"Classic"
from
Coast to Coast

Roses' own brand, an purpose potting soil is sterilized and ready to use.
This is enriched potting
soil for all types of plants.
20,pound bag.
•

1 47
Bag

The More You
Know About Us,
The More You
Can Save...
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Gridiron Club, Other Indices,
Call State Of Union Ridiculous
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON API — The
State of the Union this
presidential election year, according to the Gridiron Club
and other reliable indices, is
totally ridiculous. - And all the candidates, including the incumbent recluse
in the Rose Garden. are
laughable.
--Somewhere during the
Gridiron Club's 95th annual
singeing of the sacrosanct the
other evening, the suggestion
was made that New York City

be merged with the Chrysler
CorporUon, with the resulting
product to be known as The
Big Lemon."
Lee Iacocca, identified in
the seating roster as being
from Detroit, Mich., was
seated at the end of my table
when that shaft landed on
target. He took it in good
grace, about the way Lord
North said King George II
received the news of the Redcoats' defeat at Saratoga:
"Like a ball in the chest."
Unfortunately Teddy Kennedy wasn't on hand to hear
himself sing the blues about

Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Coke
Sarong Ky-. Lake Catfish, Breasted Chicken, Ceasetry Ham and short ordors.
LOW,and Sue Williams, Owners

I THINK ITS TOO
LATE FOR ME TO LEARN
A SECONG' LAN61.)A6E

getting in the race, because Anderson as a flaky Diogenes
-My momma done tole me: looking for an honest man in
RUN." with the plaintive both the Republican and
Democratic camps, Ronald
refrain:
Reagan as a creaky old codger
•*A voter's a two fai.e
with "years of experience —
A worrisome thing
years and years and years and
That'll leave you to sing
years," who sang "it's a long,
The Blues in the Night...
And Jerry Brown,otherwise long way from March to
known as Gov. Moonbeam, November." Jinuny Carter
wasn't there to see himself didn't appear at all, even on
depicted as a nook.Krishna- -stage as a character, but his
disciple in saffron robes or to monastic withdrawal from
hear the stage version of public life was the big joke of
Robert Strauss say fretfully: the evening, both in the witty
"I knew that boy's Daddy ... tango number "Jimmy's
another generation of carrot Hideawaj"
. and the crack
juice and Granola, and they'll somewhere during the evenall be like that..."
ing "that Carter actually did
Robert Strauss was there in go out of the White House, but
person and almost as funny as he saw his shadow and went
his stage alter ego Charlie back for six more weeks."
McDowell of the Richmond
Like Strauss, George Bush
Times-Dispatch, who could got double billing, appearing
tread the boards professional- On stage • as Rhinestone
ly if the political muse ever Cowboy from Texas by way of
defected from his electronic Massachusetts and Conneckeyboard there in the White ticut and giving one'of those •
House west wing. It was the droll speeches in the dark that
real Strauss who observed are supposed lo be off the
that all that failure in com- record but always wind up
munications overothe Israeli next day in the Washington
resolution for which Cyrus Post and Washington Star.
Vance took the blame would
RECITALS
never had happened "if Andy
On Thursday, March 20, a
Young were still at the U.N. —
senior flute recital will be
he never paid any attention to
given by Gena Cleaver Wilson
the State Department."
at. 7:30 p.m. in the Farrell
Gerry Ford appeared as a
Recital Hall at Murray State
gum chewing golfer, John
University.
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RELAX, EVERYONE
AS TO EAT'A TON
OF DIRT IN I-11S
LIFETIME

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

1--

CNEE CHEE CAME
WITH TH(5 CABLEGRAM. I THOUGHT
IT WAS iMR)RTANT.
I WAS LOOKING
FOR YOU...

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

"Ar ONCE ?"HAG 50ME
THING HAPPENED TO HER,,
OR THE BABIE62!

5 Piece

Dinettes

Colonial
a
Sofa and Chair

•Solid Maple
*Solid Oak

.#
4411111111
«Liam 1114ma

"."'"IP-PIPt•4"6
4."1"

6
,40
—16
.
4.

i;;;;144 ilitcifgrol.:* A-Air.

L•

199
"
Flexsteel
Lane
Stratolounger
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C LEBRITY VISITS THE CAPITOL — Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and country MUSK entertainer Kenny Rogers head back to the governor's mansion Monday after an
executive tour of the Capitol. Rogers and his wife Marianne were guests of the Browns
for the St. Patrick's Day festivities in Kentucky. Mrs. Rogers attended several events, including a party Saturday night marking the Browns'first wedding anniversary.

Pickfair Mansion Goes On
Market For $10 Million

ER,

By YARDENA ARAR
universities and charitable
Associated Press Writer
organizations. There were no
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. takers — its yearly upkeep
— For • Sale:_ one was estimated at $300,000 to
gracious white-walled man- .$400,000 — and the proceeds
sion, 22 rooms with guest from its sale will go to
house, 100-foot pool and all the charities under the terms of
silent screen era memories Miss Pickford's will.
money can buy.
.Prospective buyers and
Anna Pavlova danced there. iorters on Wednesday got a
Maurice Chevalier sang there. last glimpse of one of
Charlie Chaplin, Clark Gable, Hollywood's original palatial
Joan Crawford, Rudolph homes — just as it was during
Valentino and Norma Shearer Miss Pickford's lifetime.
partied there.
Miss Pickford and FairAnd Mary Pickford, the banks were among the
screen's first major star founders of United Artists.
known as "America's
The' house .commands a
Sweetheart," lived there for 59 magnificent hiHside view of
years with her second and the Pacific Ocean. Inside are
third husbands — Douglas antiques, including a set of
Fairbanks Sr. and Charles firearms and daggers given to
"Buddy" Rogers.
her by silent film heartthrob
' The house is Pickfajr, and it Rudolph Valentino that Will go.
went on the market this week to the Smithsonian Institution.
for 810 million.
Among its special features
"flow do you put a price on is an adobe-walled Western
history?" said Elliott Fein-, bar room complete with a bar
man,executive vice president from ,a Gold Rush-era saloon
of the Harleigh Sandler Co, and a concealed projection
which is handling the booth.
Miss Pickford and Fairsale.''This is really a legend."
But it's a lot of money even banks moved into the one-time
in Beverly Hills, where homes hunting lodge after they were
more commonly range from married in 1920. In those days,
the movie world's "White
fl million toOmillion.
Before Miss Pickford's House" was surrounded by 15
death last May at age 86, she acres of lawns, rose gardens
and Rogers had tried to offer and pools with woodland paths
Pickfair to the city, local wending down to the beach

Attorney General Convicted Of Income
Tax Fraud After 46 Hours Of Deliberation
By SHARON COHEN
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Fourterm Attorney General
William J. Scott, an environmental crusader and one
of the biggest votegetters in Illinois, was convicted of income tax fraud by a jury that
deliberated more than 46
hours to reach a verdict.
Scott 'was convicted in
federal court Wednesday of
underreporting his income for
1972. He was acquitted of
charges of underreporting,his
income for 1973-1975. •
The verdict came one day
after Scott's upset defeat by
Lt. Gov. Dave O'Neal in the
race for a gepublican U.S.
Senate nomination. The 53yea?-old Scott told reporters
he would appeal.
"I haven't baiii any law,
done anything wrong," he
said.
Gov. James R. Thompson
issued a statement expressing

his regret."He was,and he
friend," Thompson said.
Conviction carries a max:MUM penalty of three years
in prison and a 85,000 fine.
Under the state constitution,
Scutt must step down from office when judgment is
entered. He could be
reinstated if he wins on appeal.
Judgment usually is entered
at the time of sentencing. U.S.
District Judge_ John Powers
Crowley set June 6 for either
sentencing or a ruling on posttrial motions 14 the defense.
Scott sat with his arm
around his wife as the verdict
was read after six d•zys of
deliberation and a 10-week
trial.
Ellen Scott burst into tears,
then confronted prosecutor
Thomas P. Sullivan. "rTiope
you are satisfied, you
hypacrite," she told him
before Scott pulled her away,
saying, "Don't give him the

satisfaction."
capipaign tit.
Scott had said in the past__
Edward J. Barrett, one of
that his prosecution was
149 witnesses, testified he and
politically motivated. Jhat is
another lawyer gave Scott a
absolutely and utterly false,"
total of $5,000 in cash in midSullivan insisted after the ver1972.
J •
dict.
Defense attorney Vincent
Scott, who won re-election in
1978 by a margin of 940,000 Bugliosi, who gained fame in
votes, built a reputation as a
crusader against giant
polluters, launching lawsuits
against Milwaukee and U.S.
Steel to clean up Lake
Michigan.
He also coordinated a naFRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) —
tionwide suit against General Kentucky's unemployment
Motors when Chevrolet rate reached 7.7 percent of the
engines showed up in state's labor force last month,
Oldsmobiles. The suit resulted, the Department for Human
in a $34 million settlement.
Resources reported WednesHe was indicted on charges day.
of filing false income tax
The figure reflects the contireturns for 1972 through 1975. nuing slowdown of the state's
The year 1972 was the only one economy, according to Robert
for which the prosecution pro- MacDonald, the department's
duced a witness who testified
chief labor market analyst
he had given Scott campaign
He said most major inmoney that never turned up in
dustries experienced lessened

prosct Law', ot Charles
Manson,decried the verdict.
would think they should
come back guilty or not guilty
on all counts," he said. To
reach a compromise verdict
like this I don't think is compatible with the traditional notions of fairness and justice."
tile

State Unemployment
Rate Reaches 7.7 Percent

about eight miles away.
In the last years of her life,
Miss Pickford secluded
herself in her bedroom,saying
she didn't want to disappoint
the public that remembered
her as a light-haired beauty of
silent films.
Rogers, married to Miss
Pickford for 44 years, will take
some furnishings with him
when he moves into a new
$700,000 home he is building on
part of the five-acre estate,
and Pickfair's new owner will
have 2.7 acres of the walled-off
estate.
"I've had my. happiness
here, wonderful happiness,
dear." he said.

employment last month.
— Among the major losses
were in construction,
transportation, trade and
tobacco steaming and readying.
MacDonald said a total of
1,467,000 Kentuckians hail jobs
last month, a decline of 22,100
since January. "
But there are currently
49,600 more, state residents
working than in Febtuary
1979, he said.

BUYING
GOLD AND
SILVER
SCRAP OR COIN

Brown Reappoints
Two To State
Personnel Board
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
James S. May of Richmond
and Philip Taliafferro of Covington has been reappointed
by Gov. John Y. Brown -Jr. to
the state Personnel Board for
four-year terms.
The governor also named
two members to the Kentucky
Crime Commission.
They were Jerry Abramson
of Louisville, acting justice
secretary, and William
McAnulty Jr., the former
justice secretary.

WAR NICKLES 1942, 43, 44, 45

U.S.
SILVER
COINS

Up To 1.80 ea.
DIMES
QUARTERS
4.50 ea.
THRU
HALVES THRU 1964
9.00 ea.
HALVES 65 THRU 69
2.50 ea.
SILVER DOLLARS
„ 18.00 ea.
US TRADE
ALSO BUYING CANADIAN DIMES,
DOLLARS
QUARTERS & HALVES THRU 1966
MANY OTHER FOREIGN COINS PURCHASED
I/

1964is

You've heard about it.
We've got it.

IsAA)
'High-Density
Ammonium Nitrate
Worth demanding because...

SILV
ER
SILVER
BARS,

SILVER FLATWARE
& SERVING PIECES,
INDIAN JEWELRY,
BRACELETS, CHAINS,
MEDALS, CHARMS, PINS,

OR ANYTHING
"STERLING", 925 or 999.

• Prill is harder and stronger.

GOLD WHITE OR YELLOW

• Prill size is larger, less likely
to' segregatein blends.

MARKED 10KT, 14KT • /
18KT or 22KT
$ ko,

• Less dust.
• Up to 15% mOre product per
cubic foot.

BUYING
DIAMONDS r10 POINTS
& OVER

Agri-Chemicals
Lynn Grove Feed 8t Seed Co.
AVAILABLE AT

Lynn Grove, Ky.
"
1
435-4415

ti

CLASS RINGS, CHAINS,
POCKET WATCHES, TIE
TACKS, WRIST WATCHES,
BRACELETS, EARRINGS,
WEDDING BANDS, CHARM BRACELETS, PINS
ALSO DENTAL GOLD (UNMARKED) AND GOLD COINS

Tomorrow today...from

Division of United States Steel

‘•••
.f‘\1,1
211'.

uying
.999
Silver Bars

SCRAP GOLD AND SILVER WILL BE BOUGHT REGARDLESS OF
CONDITION. COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING "GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES DUE TO CHANGE WITH THE DAILY MARKET PRICE.

ALL MERCHANDISE WILL BE PAID FOR IN CASH 1
Thur. March 20
Holiday Inn
Room 111 .
I
Hwy. 641 So.
A,

753-5986

,

Fri. March 21
Sat. March 22

SECURITY PROVIDED ON PREMISE

-
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Nation's First All-Female Troop
Cadet Class Shaping Up Nicely
SEA GIRT. N.J. AP) The nation's first all-female
trooper cadet class is shaping
up nicely. with no pun - or oft ense --intended, says New
police
state
Jersey
Superintendent 'Clinton
Pagano.
The remaining 67 women of
tic original- 104 recruits, now
beginning the second quarter
of their 20-week course, are
"the comnutted ones." say
academy staff members, who
include the only two women
anaing 1.931 state troopers.
t raduation is June 27.
Pagano says the dropout
rate is normal for recruit
classes.
-The people go home over
the weekend and reassess

_

things. We get mothers who
decide the want to be with
their children, we get a variety of reasons.
"It's too early to say if it's
the physical training pressure
or the discipline pressure,"
said Pagano, who would not
allow interviews with the
recruits.
-One said she treated her
dog better than we treated
her. She wasn't here long
enough for a truthful appraisal."
The class began Feb. 13. the
result of a federal consent
order to add more women to
the force.
-It's a one-time thing, an
allfemale class," said
Pagano, who now must con-

centrate on recruiting ed," Trooper Walter Jensen
minorities because of another said during a break on the
pistol range. "Fourteen
court order.
Only two of the remaining seconds to get off six shots.
female recruits are black. The The average gunfight is 2.8
_force now includes only. 84 non- seconds at a distance of about
white males and one black six feet. I'm not sure they
female.
know what we're into- yet."
The "committed" recruits
In a law class, Trooper
practice in barracks at night Richard Tomasik patiently exwith, dummy pistols, reread plained a fine point to
course material and train recruits: "No, no, you don't
hard on heavy punching bags get a jury of your friends, you
to build strength.
get a jury of your peers.
They eat quickly because Friends would be a little too
the short time immedately beneficial."
following meals is their own,
Outside, young women lined
the only break in a day that up in formation, "Dress right,
begins with exercises at dawn -- dress! Right face! Forward,
and runs in unbroken military march!" The recruits moved
precision through dinner.
out, counting cadence as a
Demerits for infractions drill instructor bellowed
mean extra duty, so recruits orders forever into their
learn to keep their collars neat memory.
' and not to cut a path across
Then the DI started after-soggy lawns.
them, skipping once to get in
IA. Joseph Kobus said some step as they headed for a
adaptations had to be made in mountainous
. highThe months of greatest
In an office building, go to
the
training
carbohydrate
program
lunch.
for
tornado- frequency for Ken- an interior hallway on the
ttucky - April, May, and June - lowest floor or to a designated women.
Recruits who complete the
'_!We're finding some difare here, and David Vargo, shelter area. "Workers in a
academy course begin work
ferences,"
Kobus
said.
disaster director for the factory should move quickly
as road patrol troopers earnKentucky Division American to the section of the plant "Womft-need some additional ing about $15,000 yearly. They
.exercises
to
strengthen
their
Red Cross, gave pointers on offering
the
greatest
left wrist. They have to qualify will ' face resentment from
what precautions to take when protection."
firing
a pistol with both some male state troopers.
one threatens.
In the home, the basement
"It's dangerous out there at
hands,.
.,That's
in case you get
Vargo explained that the offers the greatest safety, Mr.
3 a.m. on the highway and you
shot,"
term "tornado watch" means Vargo continued. Iii homes
Pagano and his staff get some guy looking for troutornadoes may be expected to without basements, seek
modified
pushup and chinup ble. ... It's no place for a
develop. "Tornado warning" cover in the center part of the
requirements
to compensate broad," Sgt Steve Cermak
means a tornado has actually house on the lowest floor in a
for
women's
inferior upper said when the class was formbeen sighted. When the small space such as a
body
strength.
"Now we're ed on Feb. 13_
Weather Service has issued a bathroom or closet, or under
-The weakest guy is going
finding
they
might
have
tornado warning, persons sturdy furniture. Keep some
to be better than the best
superior
lower
body
close to the danger area windows open on the side
woman,"said Cermak.
should take cover im- away from the expected strength,"Ae said. The 67 remaining recruits
"Our
main
concern
is
to
get
mediately, he said.
twister, but stay away from
were among the 1,631 women
fully
state
qualified
troopers,"
them,
precaution
he went on. ,
against
The first
who took the state police Writan approaching tornado is to
"Mobile homes are par- Pagano added.
The recruits are taught that ten examination last fall.
seek shelter at once, Vargo ticularly
vulnerable
to
The exam, along with
said - preferably in a storm destructive winds," he said. the chest and head are the - medical
and physical ability
'cellar. underground ex- "Secure tie-downs will help to "maximum kill area"for guntests, pared the prospective
fire
and
instructed
in
the
cavation, or steel-framed or prevent overturning and
class to 255. Background inreinforced concrete building. lessen danger. In times of basics of constitutional law,
vestigations and interviews
communications,
sociology
danger from tornadoes, a
further
cuttheclass to 116_
and
weaponless
self
defense.
-- warden should be appointed in
" Twelve decided not to report
"I
have
to
impress
on
them
mobile home parks to watch
•for the beginning of training.
the skies and listen for radio - somehow they could get killwanings.
The best thing is to get out of
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP - a mobile home when a twister
Phyllis George Brown is threatens, Vargo emphasized.
featured on the cover of the "Endangered residents should
April Ladies -.Home Journal seek refuge in a nearby sturdy
privilege if necessary to mainBy LAWRENCE L
and has been named the building, or,as a last resort, in
the privacy of'internal
tain
KNUTSON
magazine's Woman of the a ditch, culvert or ravine. In
White House and State
Associated Press Writer
Year.a spokesman says.
any case, do not remain in the
WASHINGTON tAPi-- Department 'documents
, Gov. John Y. Brown flew to mobile home."
Secretary of State 'Cyrus R. relating to the controversy.
York City to be on hand
Students and school per- Vance today strongly- reafVance used an appearance
Tuesday while his wife wet sonnel
should
follow firmed America's commit- before the Senate Foreign
honored, said Frank Ashley, prearranged plans ta.go to an
ment to Israel while continu- Relations Committee to seek
Brown's press secretary.
interior hallway on the lowest ing to shoulder full respon- support for U.S. efforts to
"It was very important to floor for safety. They should sibility for the "communica- achieve a comprehensive .,
her," Brown said. stay laut of auditoriums, tions breakdown" that led the peace settlement in the Middle
Brown returnedto Kentucky gymnasiums, or
other United States to vote for a East.
about noon Wednesday. after structures with wide, free- United Nations resolution conHe said it is critically imporin-terviewing a:candidate--for Span roofs. If a building is not demning-Israel's -settlement tant ___that_ in. the on-fltqg
s
the post of justice secretary in of reinforced construction, go in occupied Arab territories.
negotiations aimed at vranquickly to a nearby reinforced
his cabinet, Ashley said.
However, the administra- ting Palestinians in the ocHe said there was no an- building, or to a revine or open tion made clear...Out President cupied West Bank and Gaza
nouncement of Brown's trip ditch and lie flat.
Carter will invoke executive territories a measure of
because he saw no reason for _ "If you are in open country
autonomy be given the best
one. gad there is no time to find
possible chance to succeed.
Brown said the trip was im- sthtable shelter, lie face down
And he said that special enportant because his involve- in the nearest depression and
voy Sol Linowitz is leaving for
ment in developing his ad- protect your head with your
tfie Middle East Friday for a
ministration and his arms," he said. Do not take
found of particularly sen..;itive
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. AP ) negotiations with the 1•:gplegislative program had caus- shelter in an automobile.
ed him to neglect Mrs. Brown
Vargo stated "Red Cross - The man accused in the tians and Israelis"- aimed at
in recent weeks. He said his provides food, shelter, shooting deaths of an helping to ease fears caused
brief absence from the state clothing, medical and nursing Evansville family pleaded in- by the U.N. vote.
did not affect his legislative care, plus other necessary nocent today to four counts of
It was clear irRm the c11.
program.
services
during
the murder in the case. ments of senators that it will
The defendant, Donald Ray be some time before the shock
Also, he said that while in emergency period of a_
Wallace,'22, Evansville, waves caused by the Vote sub"New York he interviewed a disaster."
All Red Cross disaster entered the plea this morning side in the United States.
- top official of the FBI, whom
he did not identify, for the assistance is anoutright gift during a hearing before Vigo
Committee
Chairman
--_justice secretary post, and made possible by donations Circuit Judge Hugh Mc- Frank Church, D-Idaho, said
was impressed with him.
from the American people. In Quillan.
the U.N. resolution for which
The judge granted a request the United States voted is
- The position has been va- the last three years Red Cross
cant since William McAnulty has spent $7.7 million assisting by defense lawyer William "clearly inconsistent" with
resigned early last month.
disaster victims in Kentucky. Smock to postpone the trial previous U.S. policy and the
date from April 28 toZlay 7 to Camp David accords and askallow more time for prepara- ed for assurances it did not
tion. The case was moved to constitute a policy change. Terre Haute from Evansville,
Sen.. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y.,
where the crime occurred in the - committee's ranking
January.
Republican, said he conWallace is accused of four sidered the U.S. vote and ensucounts of murder in commis- ing disavowal by Carter an
sion of a burglary in the unmitigated disaster f
deaths of Patrick Gilligan, his American foreign policy.':.
wife and their two children.
The result, Javits said,
Prosecutor Eric Abel has ask- could alienate -Israel, the
ed for the death penalty in the Arabs, Egypt and America's
case.
European allies.
only $ 200 PER DAY

Tornado Precautions
Need Be Observed

Ladies' Home Journal
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Where:

Chestnut General
Baptist Church

When:

Thursday, March 20
Thru Sat. March 22

Time:
Speaker:

7:00 P.M.

a bookkeeper,
a mechanic .
.

Pastor:
Central Shopping Center
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The American
Farmer!
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a specialist in
feed, soil,
chemicals and
animal husbandry.
Thanks to his
efforts, America is
proud to enjoy
the highest
standard of living
in the world.
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South 4th

Ernest Brown,
Wickliffe
Stanley Griggs
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The farmer is a mighty enterprising
citizen. He's a Jack-of-all-trades
and master at all of
them! From dawn until
dusk he's busy
working as an engineer,

"RENT RINSENVAC NOW,
AND GET THIS
FREE RENTAL COUPON:,
March is RINSENVAC Carpet Cleaning Month. And that
means extra savings for you!
Because when you rent now
you'll save now with our
too rental rates and -- as on
extra..bonus --- get a coupon
good for a free RINSENVAC
rental later.
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Vance Reaffirms U.S.'
Commitment To Israel

Man Pleads Innocent
To Charges Four
Counts Of Murder
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Ex-Evansville Mayor Critical After Shooting Incident
By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer
EVANSVILLE,Ind. AP)Former Mayor Russell G.
Lloyd clung to life with a
fragile grip late Wednesday,
critical and in a coma after being gunned down in his pajamas in an apparent
assassination attempt at his
home.
Police said the prominent
Evansville Republican, a 47year-old attorney and father
of six, was shot several times
at close range early Wednesi
day, minutes after he got out
of bed and drank his morning
coffee.
An hour after the 7 a.m.
shooting, police arrested a 35year-old woman who said she
was a commercial artist and
gave them the impression she
was unaware Lloyd had stepped down as mayor three months ago.
At
Mary's Medical
Center, Lloyd underwent a
21 2-hour operation to repair a
major artery in his neck that
officials said had been severed
by a bullet. After the operation, the hospital's chief of
staff said the prognosis was
"poor but not hopeless.
"The body does amazing

things," Dr. Eugene Austin
said. "Some amazing
recoveries can occur." But he
said Lloyd's chances of Ivanplete recovery were "not very
good."
Austin said Lloyd suffered
at least four wounds, the most
serious of which entered his
neck and severed the main
artery to the left side of his
brain. He said doctors were
most worried about the
possibilities of brain and
spinal cord damage.
Neuro-surgeons
were
"presuming" Lloyd's spinal
cord had been damaged, but
"because it's soft tissue, it
won't show up In an X-ray,"
Austin said.
He said doctors also were
unable to determine the extent
of brain damage because
there was no way of knowing
how long Lloyd's oxygen was
cut off after the shooting.
Police said Lloyd's wife,
Genna,
-when the
shooting occurred. She kept a
vigil with the couple's six
children and about 50 friends,
waiting for news in the
hospital chapel.
A preliminary charge of attempted murder was filed in
Vanderburgh County Misde-

meanor Court against a
woman identified by police as
Julie Van Orden. She was
ordered held without bond for
seven days after a prolkible
cause hearing Wednesday.
Patrolman John Haller, the
only person to testify during
the hearing, said Mrs. Lloyd
was in bed when she heard the
doorbell rine and heard her
husband ask, "What are you
doing just barging into my
house?"
Haller said Mrs. Lloyd then
heard a woman say, "You
don't know the hell you've
been putting me through. I
want you to get this Joe
Freeman off my back."
Freeman is a city building inspector.
Haller testified Mrs. Lloyd
then heard shots. She jumped
out of bed and ran into the kitchen, where she found her husband lying in a pool of blood,
Haller said.
He said the woman had fled,
but that an Evansville State
Hospital security guard, after
hearing of the shooting, told
police he had seen a woman
looking into the windows of the
Lloyd home. The man said he
also saw a blue pickup truck
parked in their driveway.

He said she then asked onto his back.
Vanderburgh County Prosecutor Jeffrey L. Lantz said authorities whether "Mayor
Atherton said paramedics
two patrolmen recalled in- 1.1od was dead."
administered
drugs to. aid
He said the hospital security
vestigating an incident Tuesbreathing, then performed
guard,
who accompanied cardio-pulmoriar
day in which a cement block
y resuscitawas thrown through police to the house, made a tion before taking Lloyd
to the
positive identification of the
Freeman's car window.
hospital, less than 10 blocks
Haller said when officers woman and of a blue pickup away.
went to Mrs. Van Orden's truck parked at the house.
"We wanted to save him as.
Paramedics who adhome, she told them she
as we ever wanted to
much
ministered
Freeman
the first treatment
"should have killed
instead of throwing a brick bat for Lloyd before rushing him save anybody," said Atherton,
at him." Haller said the of- to the hospital said the fprmer who recalled that Lloyd was
ficers also quoted her as say- mayor wasn't breathing when instrumental in launching
ing, "I should kill everybody thy arrived. Paramedic Gary Evansville's paramedic proin the Republican adnitnistra- Atherton said Lloyd's pulse gram.
At the hospital, Lloyd was
stopped after they rolled him
tion."
Until Lloyd stepped down in
December, after serving two
four-year terms, the state's
fourth-largest city was
governed by a GOP administration. But Mayor
Michael Vanleveer, who
government economic
replaced LToyd, is a
By SY RAMSEY
assistance
fund.
Democrat.
Associated Press Writer
One bill would change the
Haller said Mrs. Van Orden
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)ran out the back door of her After reporting out Gov. John - gasoline tax from 9 cents per
gallon to 9 percent of the
home when police returned Y. Brown's tax bills, a House
average
wholesale price. That
there this morning, but committee planned to meet
authorities caught up with her again today to consider the en- would start increasin& state
revenue in a few months if
tire proposed budget for the
in the backyaid.
current trends of higher gas
"I bet you're here to in- next two fiscal years..
prices continue.
vestigate me because I
These Appropriations and
The maximum tax that
threatened to kill Joe Revenue Conunittee Wednescould be charged next fiscal
Freeman," Lantz said the day approved the tax
year would be based on $1.50
woman told police.
measures, along with a local
per gallon, with 4he amount
rising to$1.65 by fiscal 1982.
Also thrown in was a more
favorable formula of distribution of the state gas tax .proceeds to local governments.
The other revenue bill would
impose a several tax on all
minerals - 4.5 percent instead of as much as 7.5 percent in Brown's original version.
Oil and coatalready arefax---ed and are exempt from the
new levy.
Rep. Bob Jones, DCrestwood, failed in his motion to exempt limestone from
the proposed new tax,
although agricultural lime is
excluded by the measure. The assistance fund bill
would distribute half of the
severance tax t urn back
revenues to local 'governments. Half the coal tax in exmess of $117.6 million annually
would go into the fund.
The proceeds could be used
for public safety,environmental protection, public
transportation, health, recreation, educational facilities;
social services and industrial
and economic development.
An amended version gave a,
break to area development
districts, which had been cut
out of their customary pe,kentage of the severance tax turnbacks.
The House fiscal committee
today could give final consideration to the $9.5 billion
proposed biennial budget at
that-timcc
The budget had been
delayed until the major bills
affecting new revenue were
voted on by the committee.
The House Health and
Welfare Committee decided to
reconsider an anti-abortion
bill after it failed Wednesday
for lack of enough votes.
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ALREADY DISCOUNTED PRICE

Hester "Deep-Cycle"
Marine Batteries
.
I

ILI

IPA IF

•
It

Sale

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -State Insurance Commissioner Daniel Briscoe Wednesday announced a moratorium
until July 1 on insurance
agents'license examination.
He said it is necessary
because current tests are outdated and the questions and
answers are widely known in
the insurance industry.
Temporary licenses will be
issued to qualified applicants
in the meantime, Brisco said,
and the examinations will be,
duF4-ng
revised
the
moratorium

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receided their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3.30 p.m. Saturdays ate urged to
call 7511116 between 5:30 p.m.
aad p.m.. Wag* throagb Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.

Piscount
Witn Any Junker Battery
(on Our Afread Discounted Price)

circulation department
A
employee is on duty during these
0 periods to insure delivery of
newspaper. Calls rust be
pi d by 6 .p.m. weekdays or 4
. Saturdays MI guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Ilium Ledger & Times are
Loa. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and $ a.m. to neon, Satur
days

taken to the emergency room, because- Lloyd was t
then to surgery, but for He was placed on life-support
several hours, doctors said systems to maintain his
they were unable to operate breathing and heartbeat.

"Always do right: this will
gratify some people and
astonish the rest." -- Mark
Twain.
It was difficult to tell
what was right in the bidding of today's explosive
slam deal. The cliff-hanger
was played in the World
Championships qualifications between Brazil and the
United States and the Brazilians got the worst of the
guessing.
In both rooms, East's unusual bid of four no trump
described a hand with wild
distibution in the minor
suits (unusual no trump). In
the open room, West decided to take a non-vulnerable
sacrifice against the vulnerable heart slam.
At rubber bridge, this is
usually an accepted practice since the save rates to
cost little and the-vulnerable slam Might prove quite
expensive. And West was
half right. The sacrifice was
not expensive; it was down
only 300 when North failed
to find an inspired spade
lead to 0Mow South to play
ace and another club.
Unfortunately for Brazil.
the slam was not destined to
make as their teammates
discovered in the other
main.
With the Brazilian holding
the North-South cards, their
artificial club opening suppressed thej huge heart fit
until they.teached the five
level. No matter, former
Ace Bob Goldman (West)
made the winning decision
by passing to six hearts.
At this contract, declarer
could not avoid the loss of a
diamond and a spade and
the United States picked up
a plus score of both tables.
Why did one West pass
and the other West save?
Obviously, Goldman felt
there was a good chance for
the hand to go down and he
was right.
The Brazilian West
thought it better to buy

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South, Open Room
Bidding. The bidding
East
4 NT
6+
Pass
Pass
Pas,

Opening lead: Stic of heart's
Closed room bidding
South West North East
,_1•
1+
4 NT
Dbl
Dbl.
5 NT
6V

Pass
Pass
Pass

5V
6+
l'ass

Pass
Pass
Pass

some cheap insurance and
events proved him wrong
There is often a thin line
between goad judgment and
good luck
Bid with Corn

South holds:

South
IV

3-20-B

North 1*

ANSWER: Two dubs The
hand is too strong for two
spades and not good enough
for three spades. Straddle
with two tubs and hope,that
North can find one more bid.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

NOTICE
A hearing will be held on Monday. April 7, 1980, at
1:30 p.m. Eastern Standard Time by the Utility
Regulatory Commission of Kentuary at its offices at
Frankfort, Kentucky, as to the reasonableness of the
following adjustments in miscelloenous and installation
charges which the West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corporation, Inc., of Mayfield, Kentucky,
proposes to place in effect upon approval by the Corn'
'mission:
Item
1. Mileage charges per cable
mile for foreign exchange service
and alarm circuits
2. Install an extension
telephone other than at the time
the main telephone is installed
3. Install separation jack for
customer owned, equipment with
FCC registration number
4. Extra residence listing
5. Extra business listing
6. Private listing
7. Semi-Private listing
8. Install 10' straight cord 9. Change 1 5' straight cord to.
14' straight cord
10. Install 9' coil cord
1 1. Change 15' coil cord to 12'
coil cord
12. Install 10' Slenderet straight cord
13. Install 9' Slenderet coil cord
14. Install 13' Slenderet coil cord
15. Install 13' Ericofon coil cord
16. Install extension bells, small
(increase from,.25)
large (increase from .50)
17. Install relay'
18. Install 3 button
telephOne
19. Install hands' free key
telephone
20. Install musie-on hold
system)
21. Install call announcer
22. fnitall model 222 code-Options
23. Install model '333 remote
control code-a-phone
24. Install model 555 remote
control click-a-phone
25. Install ploy bock (used with
remote control code-a-phone)
26: Ericofon (increase from .50)
27. Decorator kit wiringer
= -28. Oetorotorkifwie ringer - 29. Slenderet (increased from
$1.00 wio ringer)
30. Install tone ringer

t't1,1- lo 1

111
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PUTITINTHE
4110
1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
He following estate ticuciary
i;apointments have been made
alioway District Court
4,! claims against these estates
,.iould be filed with the
iu.ciary within six months ot
:ate of qualification
• 'en Mae Hale Cochran Rt I
51 Murray KY Deceased
.tie Cochran Rt 1 Box 51
Vutra'• !11 Executor
.aymand Phelps 410 S 8th
rt
Murray KY Deceased
Marion E Pbtips 630 Overlook
St Escondido CA 92027 Executor
Frances IN Shea Circuit Cotirt
le k-

Early Bird
Budder at

"so

FREE
Nearing Aid
Service Center
9 a.m.-12:00 Noon
friday, 28th
Wallis Drug Store
Murras Ks

114thoes of Uwe.
Benton Ky Ph 5274463

Bibie Facts Free Store for the
teed,
. 759-4600

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8298

WANT AD ...
CLASSIFICATIONS
see a ,eadv reference
me:
1 0:, ee

2 '• •
• "IIJPI,
3
5
6 o han:eo
9. S •„at,..-)n hanted
10. rius OooJoun,tv
11.
12.
13
14
15.
16..
17
18. Se.ng Mac' 'e
z.rner.•.
19. a•r=,,

CLASSIFIED AD
'DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appeAr
n• the date you specrfy you
must adhere to the following
,deadlines An ad must be called or brought in by 11 noon
he day before in order to ap-pear in the next days paper.,
with the exception of ads to
istart in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by
110 AM on Saturday.
i To have an ad cancelled;
'before publication you will
need to contact us by 8 AM
'`that morning in order for it not
ito appear in that days edtion.

We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Life•Hosilth•Horno
Car•Farrn•Businoss
1001. to THE 04410

Check
Your Sill
Ad'
\

loiseio Ross
and
Dismay loss

Lost black and white grown
cat with black spot under nose
not wearing collar lost in
vicinity at old city park around
Match 9th Reward l Call 753.
1347
Lost Red Doberman namec
Lusiter Lost in Almo area
Reward, Call 753-5037 or 759
4110

6. Help Wanted
Director, Institute
For
Rural Development
The .n.,•r,te .tor
s
deve , opmen'
multidiscip'inory nst.tute
the primary ini•son reseor:the probiems of 'rural Amer cc
The institute will also :.
engaged in secondary roles •
aubhc service act,yity and
ternship
opper•unit ,es
•
graduate' and advanced
dergraduate students .4\
Per,ThC/en/ staff will work k• • •

students and faculty rnemeepart,c,pat.ng in specific arc ts

The ,n,tro thrusts of the
st'ute will be in the areas
rural economic developme • •
agricuitura marketing
tourism deveiopment
The Director s• -

recognized orate .
in his or her fed ,and sr,
formal
'hove
studies
professional experiences
rural development or re-c'- -

210E
Maul
1110,0 01 SI1R

-53-A89

14. Want To Buy
silv•r
Bu ying
coins, starling
gold
slv•r,
i
tawdry.

r

L

Advettisers are requested
to crieck the tirst p.
sertion of ads for-corrections This newsnapet vll
be respTinsibig-for onlY
one incorrect inseftron
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SC PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY AND
NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN
CASE OF AN ERROR

311.
39. 50J'..1•Supphes

40. P•pcuce
41. R•ut'lc Sale
42. -:rne Loans
43. Rea, Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. homes For Sale
47. Mow:Ides
411. Act: Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Carr pets
51. Scars and kixots
53.
Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. F,ee Column
57. Aranted

3. Card of Thanks

•Se:Wlr3

BIBLE CALL
Why Be Baptized? 7594444. Children's Story
759-4445.

We would like to take this opportunity to express our
graditude for every act of kindness done for us in the loss of
our loved one, Laurine McClure.
Special thanks to -BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Bros.
John Dal p and Jimmy Canter
the pallbearers. singers.
neighbors, friends, and
relatives who helped so
graciously.
Thanks for the flowers food
that was sent and the many
words of comfort. May God
richly bless each of you.
The family of Laurine McClure.

NOW OPENING
PAUL GARLAND'S
USED CARS
Located at 403 Sycamore

Wed
' like to invite all friends to stop by, if
we don't have what you're looking for, we'll
get it!
Call 753-9311 business or 7534754,
home.

Lifeguards Needed
9Applications are being accepted
by the Murray-Calloway County
Park Department for Lifeguards.
Applications may be obtained at
Parks Office, 10th 8 Payne Sts.
Closing Deadline -April 15, 1980.

•

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Emerson Electric Company is accepting applications each day at the
plant guard house. Permanent jobs
are now available. Machining ex.petience desired. Applicant must be
willing' to work any shift.' Excellent
benefits and pay. An equal opportunity employer.

WI'
provision
The
ovoilabie July 1.1980
.
••
will be commensurate
lqudlifIcafiorts and
Send oppficctions by t.:
1980 to Ck Rick 5,
Muir ,
President's off,ice
•
State University Murray
47071 Murray Store Ur.ver•:..
is_ an affirmatiee action ec_
opportunity employer

Assistant Professor of German
and French. Department of
Foreign Languages MSU. Murray, KY $14.000 full time, 12
of
hours
-semester
undergraduate c,ourses beginning Spring 1980 Required
PHD in German or Linguistics.
and native or near native proficiency in both languages
Demonstration of teaching excellence. Preferred Teaching
experience study and travel
abroad, training in philosophy
publicatioas. Seact complete
appliacation to Department of
Human Resources. Bureau for
Manpower Services,319 S 7th
St.. Mayfield, KY 42066 by:.
March 30 1980

WANTED:
GENERAL
MECHANIC
with experience in
brakes and alignment, tune-up,
shocks,
and
exhaust. Apply in
person to:
ADVANCED
TIRE, INC.

11.
20. Sports Equipment 31. Want To Rent
!
,/U Remington
'672451 after 5

tired

22 Musical
HAMMOND ORGAN . euent
condition Worth '11:00 will
take best otter
tj sell
Call /53-0243
New and used
Piano
and organs. lonarc.... Jno CO
across from the • Office
•i
Paris. TN
•
Repossesed piano To -1.• ,e doe
or monthly payi-,,Hr, Also
practice pianos j y. 6 Music,
753:7515.
•

Save 25% on all
A..ortzer
,rgans during Ma,.- tregion
.og at only $400 g. Music.
Dixieland Shopo.,4:, Center
Murray
Used console ster5Z5
Also repossesed c ' stereo
monthly payments
'575

21.Thifeinating

753-6837.

Used riding lawn mower. ele,
tric start. 8 to 12 hp good cor
dition Call 436-2394 'after
Pm

Gold-Silver
Coins and Sterling
(We also allow 25 ro 1
exchange silver for
merchandise)

Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza
Murray, K y.
7 5 3-7 1 1 3
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
,',ant to 0uy Junk cars Call
174-8838 after 5 pm
.
,ant ft buy Small used car in
*-e $1000 range
Need
automatic shift and air No
ars over 10 years old, and no
°eaters please -Leave message
during the day for David at
'53-9694

15. Articles For Sale
Ear sale 40 ft van load of used
office furniture, chairs desks.
safes 4 and 5 drawer file
cabinets tables. fiberglass and
plexiglass Ross & Sons Salvage
Mdse Inc Martin, TN 38237
Phone 0301! 587-2420 Open
Mon -Fri 730 to 530 Sat
730 to 300

1-67tionia&nrshrrits
Commodes White $39 99. colors $54 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
For sale Couch and chair,
$150 Call 753-6680
One new 16 cu ft. G.E. freezer.
slightly dented $299 one
repossesed 16 cu ft. G.E
refrigerator $365. one trade in
heavy duty Kenmore washer
$175 Goodyear Service Store,
South 12th and Glendale, Murray, KY 753-0591

19. Farm Equipment

Buildings" Save $$. All steel
clear
span
buildings
30)(48'x12. for 13,861 00 •
40'x48'x14' for '14.691 00 •
40.x72. x14. for $596900 •
48)(96.x14. for. $8 389 00 •
Also a 40'x66.x It,straight
-Open one side- equipment
building for $5 758.00 only 2
left
at this price. All buildings
11170.CoWmotor Rd.
F 0.B. factory. Call 614-294Morroi, KY-12071
• 2675 collect 9 AM to 6 30.PM
Experienced auto 'body man B Allis tractor for sate. excellent condition Call after 4
needed Call 753-7169
PM 435-4331
Models over 18 for television
.rihotography, trade shows Chain saw chains. 3/8 pitch
department stores, fashion for 16- bar $1025. 20
promotions Call (212) 757- $11 99, 24-. 51455 Wallin
from 12 to 5 PM for ap- Hardware, Paris, TN
3173
,
oointment. 1.56 Broadway For sate Allis Chalmers 6-row
C Suite 51/%"111-6 advertis- no-till planter with fertilizer atng
tachments and 7 extra planter
Position available at once units and coulters Call 753
Surgery; Anesthesia 'Assistant 4003 or 753-5107
fi.•r busy doctor's office Typing 13 1-2 foot International disc
necessary Send resume to Call 492-8204 after 4 pm
utte 109 300 S 8th St Mur1951 Red Belly Ford tractor •
ray Do not apply in person
with plow, disc, and cultivator.
RN. full e part time. 3 to 11. Call after 5 pm. 753-5872
11 to 7 shift. Differential pay.
Steele buildings All-steele
Competitive salary and
clear span 30x48x12 $3795
Denefits. Marshall County
40x48x16 $4995 40x72x16
Hospital. 1-527-8633.
$6495 Also 50x96x16 19595
Restaurant help needed
0 B Call 311-788-4581 col,yprus Sprrngs Restaurant Call lect, now
436-5496 for appointment
Tillers, 5 hp', chain drive Briggs
9. Situation Wanted
& Stratton engine $229 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris. TN
Cix years .experience filing
(-Jerk light typing and recep- 1085 Tractor. 600 hours. and
tionist Seeking position paying equipment New 1240 planter.
14 per hour Have reference 2 row equipment, loader, nice
krom former empktyer.--blocii-storage building, and
.-----faird- See civie Ward
'
164413-a-ilYfirTle:t.Aiould like to do babysitting in 203
portil4iijklent
my home Call 753-7230
Boys 20" bicycle Western Flyer
Will do babysitting in my home MX in real good shape Call
.
Have experience 153-6550
435-4277

37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate

Garden spot in or near city kegistuied Qua!ter noises
limits Call 753 2435
mares Also have all kinds 0'
livestock We buy, sell and
32.Vts. For Rent
Jade For all household and
Furnished or partly furnished farm
sales call
Terry
apartment Zunmetman Apart- Shoemaker,
753 9324 or
ments. South 16th, 753-6609
Johnny Kelso /534562
Furnishedi one bedroom apart- Standing
at stud AQ1-14 grey
ment,near University Call stallion
Guaranteed live foal
after 4 pm 753-1418
435-4481
For
rent
Two bedroom 38.-Pets-Su npliestownhouse apartment, all
carpet. range.- refrigerator A A A dog grooming 12 years
dishwasher disposer. washer experience $10 Call Goldie
and dryer hookup central heat Brown Lynn Grove 435-4579
and air Call 753-1550
.
AKC Alaskan Malamute pup
For rent One bedroom garden pies Nice pets or guard dogs
apartment carpeted, range shots and wormed 753-9390
refrigerator disposer private Basic and Advanced dog obe
patio Call 753-7550
dience classes and private iii
For rent Nice one bedroom structions Also tracking and
protection training All breeds
apartment Call 753-3949
and ages from 2 months up
New duplex 2 bedroom all ap Professional instructor, 436
pliances
central vacuum 2858
system located in Northwood
Subdivision in back of AMC Beginning obedience given by
:ealer on 641 North 153- Charles Snyder. Paradise Ken
nels. starting Saturday March
A37
22 Call 753-4106 for more inNewly-decorated one bedroom
formation
apartment. water furnished
-easonably priced 1414 Vine Two Beagle pups 4 months
old $20 each Call /533035
One bedroom adjoining Univer
,Jty water furnished $130
1303 Chestnut Phone 151
3134

Buying

areas

22. Muscu
23. i:Ate-ri-iatni,
14. Ao,sce,aneous
25. E ness Servces
26. Rad,
:
27 Va.le home Sales
28. MGC, Home Rents
19. Heating-Cooirng
30. Bus,ness Rental
31. hant T.) Rent
Apts cot Rent
13-Rooms tor Rent
34. k-c-Jses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. F3r Rert 0. '•ease
37.1. vestpck SlOalies

1

Ideal for storing house fuil
antiques
furniture
cors
et.
overflows
business
Phone 753-7616 after 5 ,
pir

r

20. S54),IS
21. Manu,ren;:.

I

12. Insurance

5. Lost and Found

2. Notice

See our beautiful frame
selection on display.

-

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Root

Special
se•tts Turf
Starks
Hardware

1 Ip

V.

Two bedroom apartment for
rent Alsb a three bedroom
24. Miscellaneous
apartment for rent Call 153For sale Ken H.: e :mited 9240 Monday through Friday
orints, good sele
Call R
Two bedroom. fully carpeted
'right. 753-8256
stove refrigerator, disposer
'or sale Used
' _wrescent dishwasher, and washer and
tubes, $1 each
at 506 S dryer hookup No pets. Security
4th St
deposit required Call 7530504 after 5 pm
2E TV-Radio

41. Public SafeHaving a yard sale?
Then pickup your free
- yard sale sign from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping
Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Pai-ty,

43. Real Estate
4

.
S
•

Ainley Auction &
Rutty Solos

17
15
aft

Oil INPUT AMP
Neu

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
.

S

I'l.dr•sstr,nalS,1-VICrs
neral• Tout*

at
,

VALUE...WITH
TERMS TO PLEASE
Just. listed...2 BR.,
frame home, 1 mi. W.
of Kirksey on Hwy.
464. Structually sound,
large living room, new
plumbing, lot 75 x 180,
good outside storage
.bldg. Better hurry
This one won't last
long at 815,000.
A-FRAME
DELIGHT
Cypress Springs - New
and lovely 'secluded 2
bedroom lake home on
tree-studded lot. Electric heat, carpeting,
air conditioner, range,
refrigerator. It is not
to early to be thinking
about spring and the
carefree days on the
lake look this one over
for only $21,000.

753-8080

Call Century 21 Loretta Job:
Realtors about our VIP Referra.
JOHN SMITH Service because changini
homes is enough trauma b.
itself In a word it's' called &:
tustment Moving from home t
Iwo repossesed
ur t v S 3-1:Roomsloiknt
home and neighborhood t
remote control
•- ,o small Furnished room one block from
nieghbor hood
•
monthly paymen. ..iartanted MSU Living room kitchen, and
After we sell your home we
& B Music 753
laundry facilities available $50
pilde ourselves on knowing thr
753-7411
per month Call 159-4538 after
neighborhood that awaits yo.
AR0L ND I ill i. IAA
27. Mobile Home Safes 12
noon
elsewhere The schools, park.,
1914 model 24.4 -oiler 2
Three
party
yard
sale
Saturday
shopping facilities Now for thi,
bedrooms large . •oom 2 34. Houses For Lent
March'-22nd 9 tit 5 309 N ingenious part VIP Reterta.
nurnishedouse in 18th St 759-4110 Something may also find. a buyer for yo i.•
air-conditioners
492-8936 Five
county Can 753-3293
or 759-1957 afte.
for everybody'
present ttome-frolt another c.
Double wide on •••• acres land House for rent, walking 41:-Real Estate
ty then help that ,arTuly adpisf
to your neighborhood. Sound
$J,,000 "Ownre
finance , distance of University Couples
Small down payr --.* Cat 489 only. no pets Deposit required Choice location near Carter familiar' It's the same thing
State
we do for you someplace else
Phone 753 2987 after 330 School and Murray
2248 ilfter 5 pm'
University
Three bedroom Call 753-1492 for helpful intor
Pm
Extra nice 197:
mobile
brick home with 2 baths rr
c,prylr_e
home, 12x6;) _ 1;- Pdrooms. Large 3 bedroom $275 per carpet, large fully equipped kit
large living r ,with month Call 753-8895
che spacious family room and
fireplace recently
deled Singles or couples 3 bedroorn large utility room Baseboard
Pardon. & Thunman
354-64 33.
2 baths. near Murray High heat carport and seperate
Insurance
21:Mcib. Home Rents Large living room large den garage Chain linked fence
oal Estate
large . kitchen with built ins around well shaded back yard
Mobilp home 3 bed'
furCan be yours for $38 500 Cell
Serious inquires
please
nishec $175 per month
Murray, Kentspcky
Security depoist
Available Spann Rbalty Associates 15
Depos' required Ca 759.
753-4451
soon $350 per month Call 7724
4496
759-4531 after 330 pm
Extra neat home lust tinirrir:
Two bPirocm trailer, 1r miles
Three bedroom brick, city completely remodeling this ‘'
on 641 South $150 month
school district $275 per mon- bedroom home inside and
Call 7506681 or 75346.39.
th securrty deposit Call 753 Includes new plumbing
Two .-,edfoom all eIectric. 1222
tures throughout and new row
mobil,
: home l mile'. east
Great tor_anyone that ware ,
- Three bedroom--house, large-kit low utility bills with the use ut
8140 Der month rent, $100
then dining room living room
depos • Ca 753-9829
a new woodburning stove Mid
carpeted utility room Call.
Two
trailer for rent at 153.9240 Monday through Fri- -520 s._ Call Spann Realty
A'ssociate -7-53-7724
Shad, .7,1 a 6- No pets Call 489- day
2611

lour bedroom home on wooded
2 full baths. den 1 7x24
with fireplace and wet bar,
near University and high
school one block from RobertPriced in mid 560's Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Susy Wells 753-1585 or
,leneva Giles 753 6557

THE GENTLEMAN
FARMER...
ould fall in love with
this newly listed luxurious 3 bedroom
home with all ttie extras, including den
with fireplare,
baths, Central gas
heat, attached 2-car
garage. Home is
situated atop a knoll
and is surrounded by
43 acres of rolling
pastureland. Located
..nly Smiles from Murray, this is one of the
finest properties of
this type we've seen.
l'hone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all the
details. We're working
hard ..to provide tbe
best possible Real
Estate Service-- for

HOME WITH
•-PURSE-ONALITY"
Newly listed
3
bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates
features greatroom
with
beamed
cathedral ceding and
lovely brick fireplace.
Beautifully decorated
throughout, this home
is a housewife's dream
at a down-to-earth
price. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
for all the information.
We're bringing the
1980's HOME TO
YOU'

A11016

'LAIRD BRICK CO.on:

REBATE
$500

1,

36. For Rentifrlease

To
r.
Both ;
nIshec
4808
Two
one Or
garbai,
mile 1'
121
per
5 pen

Names for rent Trailer space.
for rent Call 153andition and fur- 8895
pets Call 753.n mobile home..
alults. water and
furnished One
- limits. Highway
150 deposit. $90
753-5405 after

"AUCTION"
Antiques
Antiques
Saturday, March 22 at 9:30 a.m.
Location: 203 S. Market St.,

Paris, TN
The number of antiques are too numerous to
list. It will be an all day sale, lunch available.
For further information contact:

Mustain-Linville
Auction Service
201 South Market St.
Pm-is, TN
(901)642-7738

High's Welding Shop
Now Olson Full Time
6 Days A Week
Highway 893 at Browns Grove

Complete Welding Service, Custom built
Trailer Hitches, Wood stoves and wood
splitters, Field service anytime, Small
Jobs Welcome. Minor repairs "and
tuneups on lawn mowers and tillers.

435-4434
Anytime Day or Night

WWI
You'll help fight the
War with inflation
when you purchase
this 4 bedroom, affordable, newly remodeled
home
with
aluminum
siding
located in Hazel
Home has central gas
heat, large lot with
fenced yard. Propert
also includes large
block garage with gas
furnace. Priced in
820's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, for
full time Real Estate
Service.
BUILDING LOTS
We'have- listed several
choice building . lots,
wooded and unwooded. Two of these'lots
are in Riverwood Subdivision and owner
wants offer. Also 2
choice wooded lots
east of Murray, 2
miles. Phone Kopperud Realty,753-1222,
for all your Real
Estate needs.
Look us over before you look
around When you're ready
buy a home. you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kind of financing.- is best'
Where are the schools' Shopp
irig Centers? What about the
paperwork that's usually involv
eft' Get the tump,on these and
bther questions by calling Cen
tiny 21 Loretta Jobs Realtois
at 7531492 We have lust tltrs
kind'of information that makes
your house hunting easier

Per Thousand
on all BRICK invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.
CONTACT:

LAIRD BRICK CO.,.
Puryear, Tenn.

or Your Local Dealer for Details
2324.s...uw

•

]4Tha-tBOYD-MAJORS 10110.12th Street
REAL ESTATE

753-0000

_

• •'.

-

NEED MORE ROOM?
Then this is it, lovely 4 Br., and study,
situated on
tree-studded lot. This charming home has
large'
living-dining area, country kitchen, large
rec.
room, 2 baths, elec. heat. Less than
replacement
cost at only 852,900.

x..
SMALL FARM
Always yearned for land of your own then look at
this! Modern 3 BR., brick, extra large kitchen, cen•irallieateniffilir, 13.7 acres located tf way between
Murray and Mayfield off K464. Priced $44,900.

After Office Hours
Audra Moody 753-9036
Barbara Erirbt 753-4136
Warren Shropshire 753-827/ Reuben Moody 753-9036
.B. Hook 753-2387
H er Miller 753-751
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43. Real Estate
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c.Real Estate

Owner financing available
17 Acres of level land Highway
home on large lot cit,
Older
Call
1550
(703) 921 1403
water
city gas, only $10 000
after 6 pm
Don't hesitate call Spann Rea!
For sale Duplex Has 2 ty Associates. 753-7724
bedrooms living room bath Three bedroom brick hurii,
with shower, dining room kif- with 3 full baths, fireplace, kit
chen and utility room, covered chen with all appliances, re:.
front porch. patio. central heat room Priced $48.500 Cal
and air, thermo windows nice Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
cabinets, quality carpeting. foil or Susy Wells 753-1585 or
styro-foam. brick veneer, con- Geneva Giles 753-6551.
crete drives and walks Has We're sold on your house
1800 sq ft setting high on a before we sell it Our theory is
large of Price $53,000 Call simple We take the time ti
lames R Hamilton. 753-9400 know your house, price it .cor
tectly and discover it's distinc
STROUT REALTY, INC.
live features Because were
its
Th.1094•••• so. 1900
Iii....
sold on it it's much easier to
A•Peas he.. sod s•Ilvt
find the right buyers and close
FARMS HOMES
the sale Then we even save you
BUSINESSES
time after the sale by helping
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
with time-consuming paper
PROPERTY
work Its all a matter of spen
listings needed , Offices
Coos, to Coast Buyers from
ding our time wisely so it
Everywhere Free Catoglog
doesn't waste yours This is lust
. another reason you should call
Strout Realty
*a IN..; 11,•L•r
Century 21 Loretta 753-0816 Realtors today at 753-1492
1912 Coldwos, Id
Anytime Were the Neighborhood Pro
,I,
A
fessionats
1.1 ,.,,.5

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
201 Waleat Street

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 730 ti15. 041

NEW OfFKE MOORS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Nuon
ef
HAIRCUT $1.25

PRICE SHAVE 75'

43. Real Estate
Strout.
Realty

SPECIAL
OFFER
on Sealy Posturepedic

the
TO

ININ116

=IMF

30 Night Trial Offer!
Prove it to yourself, in'your own home, how
great a Posturepedic morning can feel. No
morning backache from sleeping on a too'
soft mattress. Buy the Posturepedic set. Try
it for 30 nights, 30 great mornings. If you're
not 100% satisfied, we'll buy it back! Hurry
- this offer for a limited time only!
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC

5
.Queen

$159

2-piece set . . $379.95
King 3-piece set . . S529.95

Full each piece

Thurman
Furniture
208 Main

IDEAL RETIREMENT NOME (No.
113) - 1/2 ACRE. Split-level
t.time 3 bedrooms. 1' both
riect heat some paneling car ;JO den dishwasher gorboge
.ttposol window oir. cond
icubie goroge garden, fronts
•uod for 160 ft., sidewalks,
.hool bus within 2 miles of
ores. block from lake
533. 500 price

753-4834

trrl for sale by owner 761 2
acres, 55 tendable. Located in
,outh' Graves County lust
icross county line. Highway
'iontage on 94 Call 435-4383 -

46. Homes For Sale
New four bedroom house in
L.;.anferbury. Well planned
..istom built home. Call 7533903
ave 10%, buy from owner.
lovely country home with new
Hect plumb, insulation, storm
indows and doors. Large kit...hen, large family room. living
(own. utility room. 2 bedrooms
and bath. On paved Claytown
rd (4 miles E of Hazel). Nice
landscapin& and drive. Priced
for immediate sale at $20.000.
To see contact - Elton Hudson,
498-8731.

47. Motorcycles
For sale 1979 Yamaha XS
1100 Special, like new, low
mileage. Call 489-2778 after 4
Prn•
For sale. 2 motorcycles
Yamaha 80 and a Honda 150
Call 753-7603 after 5 pm

ESTATE AUCTION
Estate Auction, Saturday, March 22nd at 10 a.m. at the late
Ester Wade home 309 Halo-St., in Mayfield, KY.3 Blocks North of
Smith's grocery lost off North 9th St. Watch for Auction Arrows.
A complete 2 bedroom house of antioues such as poster bedroom suite, old Seth
Thomas clock, many small tables, cedar bucket, cedar chest, figurine vanity lamps,
old radio cabinet, almost new frost-free refrigerator, breakfast set, old gloss and
chino. Many other items too numerous to mention.

Sub hold rain or shine. Not-respensible for accidents.
Salo conducted by

Dan Miller Auction Service
4116
4(1136
)19

1972 Opel GT, needs body and
motor work Call before 330
759-1051

Lawnmowers, tillers chain saw
repair work guarenteed Cal
753-4864
Mobile home anchors roots
and underpinning
sealed
Aluminum or fiberglass Alst
patio awnings and carports,
single or double lack Glover.
753-1873 after 6 pm
Blacktopping
Mitchell
driveways and _sLnal.1 jobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating 753-1537
N & M painting-and wall papering. 753-7337 or 437-4617

50. Used Trucks

1975 Chevrolet 4 wheel drive
pickup. power steering,
automatic Can be seen at 806
Coldwater Road $2300 or best
offer.
1979 C1-7. 2000 miles Call
753-9240
1978 Chevrolet Big-10 pickup
4-speed, positive traction. 6
A DANDY LITTLE FARM (No.
burns regular gas:
111) - 25 ACRES Al/l. 9 Miles
'Instead of luring Carter out of the White cylinder,
trurn town, mile from store on
good mileage. new 6 ply mud
ond school bus routes,
House, we should try luring Rosalynn back grips RC4 CB. external
,reek through bock of tract, -20
speaker. $3000 75'3-4828
t.11oble ocres. fencing. 5
1978 Dodge 4x4. low mileage
wooded. acres. Drilled wen.
49. Used Cars
- 47. Motorcycles_ -.let is in phone available.
excellent condition, AM-FM
1973 Honda CR 250. sharp 1968 Ford. Excellent running stereo tape player, air condi519,500 to own
• bike, good tires, runs good, condition, $400 -Two 9 mm tioner, tilt wheel, power steerTRI-LEYEL HOME NEAR LAKE
hand guns, ing, new tires. $5500. Call 382$550 1971 Honda CB 750. Smith-Wesson
(No. 103.) Home is only 200
needs small work, runs fast. nickel plated- with consecutive 2542 after 530 pm.
Os from lake on school bus
custom paint. hooker header, serial numbers. $325 each
toute 100x I 50 corner lot. gor1977 Ford half ton pickup, low
Call 753-3643 or after Call 753-2636 after 5 pin
$1000.
len area, 2 bedrooms, 1
mileage. Call 753-7911
492-8586
pm
6
baths, elec heat, insulation,
1969 Gran Prix, all power Can
basement 1,2.12 living room
1977 Honda Elsinore MR 175 be bought at good price 405 1968 Ford 2-ton grain bed. real
nice. Phone 435-4115_
'4x14.k,t comm water, atCall 753-1841.
South 8th St.
tached garage some carpet.
International Crew cab.
1973
1976 Suzuki RM 370. $350. 1973 Gran Torino, power steerpaneling Nice view of lake,
Call
753-0065.
Call
an
and
Call
759-1730.
brakes,
ing,
753twn for 537.500
Vans. 3 white Ford. 1978,
1978, 750 Suzuki, adult rid- 7913
SURRONNIND BY WOODLAND &
den. extras, 3000 miles, 1976 4-door Impala Chevrolet, cruise, air. etc, $3950. 1978,
ACRE
WILDLIFE (No. 120)
$1950. Call 436-2528 or 436- cruisematic, air, power brakes, no air, needs cleanup. $2950.
MIL. Mobile home located in
Call
wooded area wit4' boot dock
2516
power steering, excellent con- 1974 new motor. $950.
753-4953 or 759-4005.
facilities is nearby for ore°
Call
$1875.
489-2256
dition.
48. Auto. Services
residents. Ideal place for small
or 753-8131.
51. Campers
family or retired couple, 12.55
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
Mark
nental
Lincoln
1971
For sale Camper topper for
trailer is in new condition, ofsnow tires with studs. mounted
fers 1000 screened porch, 2
equipment, short wheel base Datsun. 753wheels. Will fit Chevrolet III Loa
on
bedrooms, both, living -room
good condition. 3949.
Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet. new
and kit . central heat and carafter 4 pm
4-6217
1
Call
Size G 18x14 $90. Call 753See the new Prowler trailers for
peting. insulation, range,
1976 LTD Landau. 2-door hard- 1980 - Also many good used
2796.
•efirgerittor, 2 couches,
top. 50/50, split seat all trailers. Arrowhead Camper
Jr-apes, dinette set, etc. In49. Used Cars
luded a 10.50 tool shed, also.
power, air, AM-FM tape digital Sales, Highway 80 East.
1977 Cutlass Supreme, low clock, extra nice. $1875. Call Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
S9.500 to own.
mileage, excellent condition, 753-6973.
Strout Realty
Truck camper sleeps four, also
$4000 Call 382-2542 after
-to-Coast
Offices Coast
Carlo.
with
silver
Monte
.1973
1969 Ford LTD. Call 753-2289
530 pm.
Sayers frees Everywhere
maroon vinyl top.' Extra nice in- 52. Boats and Motors
Uglier Needed
1970 Chevelle, street rod. with terior. Automatic with power.
Tenn, Tirc.L,
327, aluminum rods and air, and AM-FM
Rides For sale: 1977 Harris. floteother goodies. smoothly. $1350. Call days bote, 28 ft. fully equipped with
many
pistons,
753-0186
Call 753-5216
753-1916 or nights 753-6331, 77 OMC 120 hp engine, bar
r,
and sink. Call 436-5380.
ask for Lisa.
congood
Impala,
Chevy
1973
10193 Ass.,..es
dition Phone 435-4115
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency. 1978 Hydro-sport 17', trailer,
John Lotus
436-2294
depth
1973 Ford Torino, with air. in fully equipped, locally owned, 140 Mercury motor, twin
Sharon McConnell 7S3-4129
finder, live bait well, built-in
sell!
Must
best
condition
take
good
Will
in
condition.
-good
Tlin Groves
436-2321
offer Call 767-4052.
Call 753-9694 during day, 7532 gas tank, and console steering.
753-7114
Chuck Shuffett
Call 753-9240.
•
4097
evenings.
Owen Billington
753-4751
1973 Ford Gran Torino air
Thomas Herndon 753-01/74
good condition Call 753-0651 1975 Trart Am priced for im- 53. Services Offered
after 6 pm
mediate sale. 753-2558.
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelmaintenance.
and
ing
44. Lotsfor Sale
References. Guaranteed work_
Fall House Cleaning
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
akeland house site Spacious
Walls,
windows,
floors and carpets, gutters. Free I or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
Lakeway
at
located
•ake lot
estimates. Insured and experienced. Coll day Or
:mores with privately controlled
Concrete and block work. Block
night:
peach and boat launch. Call
garages basements, driveways.
753-3976.
walks, patios, steps, free
759-1176
estimates. Charles Barnett
two lots, furnished mobile
753-5476
'tome. Baywood Vista subdivi.ion - Call 1-901-799-3063.
Airmii„jui FREE

4oew

k at
ceneen

53.Services Offered

1979 VW Dasher diesel still
under warranty excellent condition, deluxe model Call 7674255.

311101.1T SPNIAL3
FRU CATALOG

45. Farms For Sale

d on
irge
rec.
lent

49. Used Cars

53:Services Offered

BRICK
REPAIR
Tuck-pointing, water
proofing, sand blasting.
Call offer 6 p.m

753-0065 or 4362855.

Need work on our trees Topping pruning shaping complete removal and more Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care 7538536
Painting - Paper hanging Commercial or residential 25 years
experience Free estimates
759-1987
Pruning of hedges and bushes
Also garden tilling Call 7591168 between 8 and 11 am or
after 330 pm
Snow removal from driveways
parking lots etc Also tractor
breaking. disking
work
oushhogging, blade work Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5
om 753-2632
haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
..Jf brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
153-6763

51:Services Offered

Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the home Call 753-2211 or
753-9600
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah
KY 42001 or call day or night
1-442-7026

Weddings of Distinction

CARTER STUDIO
7531298

304 Main

56. Free Column
Puppies. half Irish Setters, four
for sale, 7 weeks old Call 1530900
Part Irish Setter puppies to
give away Call 753-8452 after
5 pm.

•
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fer' mere inferrnition call' 435-4144. Real Estate Auctions held leintly with
Boyd-Aigiers Real Estate.
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Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.

Licensed Electrician.
24 Hour Service.
Free Estimates. Call
Cox Electric, 4354397.

Carpentry service Whalher
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565
C1OSIO FROM Fit 3 P AI TIT SLIM 7 F TA
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
rates, prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care 4892774.
Ill-MM****MMM 41 -11 M-VM-11-11-4-4-**-1-114041-M
free
cleaning,
Carpet
estimates, satisfied references.
GRAIN BIN *
•.a._
* FARM EQUIPMENT
TRUCKS
w- Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean*
* ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
o.m.
10:00
29th,
Saturday,
March
*
* Location: Home of Jimmy McClure, appx. 5 miles *
* 753-5827.
* from Murray, Ky. on Mayfield Hwy. near Cold- * Driveways white rocked and
* water.
* graded Any size white rock or
*
Reason for Sale: Jimmy has quit forming and has * pea gravel, one ton and up.
*
*
* no further use for his equipment.
4 Clifford Garrison. 753-5429.
*
Terms: Cash day of sale.
*
*
Jimmy McClure invites you to come by and look * Guttering by Sears. Sears con- * this fine equipment over before sale dote.
* tinous gutters installed per
*
* your specifications. Call Sears
EQUIPMENT
OF
LIST
*
* 753-2310 for free estimates.
* 1-7000 Ford tractor, 1976 model has 1300 hrs (bought new 9A.
wr
* by Jimmy, extra clean); 1 Set of duals for above tractor, 18.4 x
* Heating and plumbing, elec* 34; 1 -Complete set of front end weights for above; 1-3-16" *
trical appliance work, trailer
*
I_I 140 series plow, 1-12 ft. rotary hoe (Ford). 1-12 ft Ford
work. Call 753-0357
W.'
*.
wheel disk. 1-4 row White. no till planter with fiberglass fert
*
* Home remodeling and repairs.
hoses, like new; 1 -Athens-fold over disk; 1-995 Dovid Brown
*
3_11
cu ltivator; 1-2 row
work at lowest rate in
* tractor. extra clean, see it, 1-2 row 3 pt.
k quality
* Holland tobocco setter; 1 -New 3 pt Holland transplanter; 1-,20
Nickles & Pennies
* town
1.110
qiei
gol.
* ft unloading auger, 1-1000 gal water tank.
* General Contractors, 759-4132
* tank welec pump; several wrench sets, hydraulic jocks, etc. *
* Trucks 1-1977 Chevrolet P U. %view P.5., B 8., pickup; 1 -196? * or 753-4109.
* Ford 2 ton with grain bed new tires; 1-1957 Chevrolet .1 ton * Insulation blown in by Sears.
* w groin & cattle rocks. 1 -AC 200 tractor 1976 model un* save on these high heating and
*
believable so clean and a fine machine; 1 -set of duals for above, * cooling bills. Call Sears, 753*
4-16" Ford *
* 18 4x38; Set of front weights for above, 1 -set
2310. for free estimates.
* plows, 140 series; 2-Ford chisel plows, 1 yr. old 12 ft 1-4 row
...
*
Or
cult;
.s_
Blacktop Paving and,
2-18.4.26
* Burch field cultivator. 1-Lilliston 4 row field
.r. Jack's
* tires and 1 rim; 1 -Massey Harris (pony) trotter with 3 pieces of * patching. Also seal coating
* equip.: 1-6 fi. bush hog (cutter); 1 -wheel sprayer rugurnp and
* Reasonable prices Phone 753* boom; 1-54 ft transport auger PTO drive; 1-6000 bushel groin *
1537.
* bin: 1 -grain elevator. 2-hydraulic cylinders and hoses combine
*
*
com* Ken's Lawnmower and
.
510 mossey w both heads ready to Use
*
* plete
NOTE: Any neighbor having surplus equipment contact Jimmy
auto service. Overby
*
*
* McClure Auctioneeer;s Note: I hove been in the auction
Road. Shop 753-8696. home
... 759-1221. Fast service'
* Wanes. for fourteen years, but I have never seen cleaner and *
me
* wore field ready equipment than Jimmy McClure's
*
Licinsed Electrician and gas in*
*
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203
Lawns mowed. Free estimates.
Call 753-2813.
I Mile N. of Dover, Tn. On Hwy. 79
*
PANTING
*
615.232-5150
*
Residential, Farm
*
Announcment day of sale will have precedence *
and Commercial
Spray, brush & roller
over printed matter. Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie" *
15 Yrs. Experience
* Bogard, Ik. 548,615-232-6221; Alvin Crutcher,
RALPH WORLEY
615-232-7219.
lic. 601,
436-2353
MMJILM*M*
1 MMMMM 11
rev
e***teM11 -1‘MMM*4114.

*

AUCTION!

*
*

** BOGARD REALTY
**
.
..
**
• *
** .. & AUCTION CO.
*
*
*

TII

Vat-ill 22. 1980
1:00 P.11. Kai!) f)r
('rats b)rd
E.,q' I TE Of': Mr. S Mrs.
hEN1'11:16

LOCATION: Take Hwy. 80 East from Mayfield ,approximately 1 miles to Hwy.
1710 (Gr,lr, Rd.), Srmth approximately 4 miles to Sutherland Road. Proceed North approximately 1 miles tr, Sale Site. FOLLOW SALE SIGNS.

3 pc ant Oak bedroom suite(ornate). bed dresser washstanda'Old doll trunk"Library
table* "Occasional table wiglass top' Maple bedroom suite, box springs & mattress
good shape1"*Swivel rocker***Ofd oil burning lamps***Sausage Mill***Set dog
IronsmElectric heater•**Electric fan**•Wool rug**•Several pillowsmOld painted
Oak beds"Old clock case***Old wood spirit level***Foodchopper***3 old radios"'
3 baskets*"Old gas iron"*Electrolux vacuum•••5 gal stone lar*".tet
scales"*Aladdin lamp***Old smoking stand***2 nice sewing stands!*1.ol.d. sewing
machine cover*" 1 old clock (Ingraham)***2 end tables`"Coffee tables"Old
i,auch**•2 occasional chairs*"Old stereoscope & 45 cards""China musicalIwelry
box'''!- antique mirror & frame***25 old picturesm3 floor lamps*"1 electric
:lockmBroftson rockermHandmade what-not stand•••Several nice old china
leces***2 sets ice tongs. 1 small & 1 large•••3 iron skillets**•3 andirons•••1
Ihilds straight chair"*Childs black boardml toy pump gun'l folding cot***Platform rocker & ottomanmFireplace tools"*Coo-coo clock m Electric Seth Thomas
clock***3 old pursesml shoe last***Magazine rack•••Metal • utility
cabiner"Flower pots""Old basket lunch box"•Several old blue fruit jars•••1 Thermos pug"*Flat tap trunk***Flower garden quilt***Oak baby bed (appr 60 yrs
old)***teveral old wood boxes***Quilting frame role'v(txtain stretchermOld
lamp shademSeveral dolls & toys***1 pressure cookermNice old China pitcher***Nice Oak china eabinet"•Blue, red, pink. green depression glass"*1 Old oak dresser bevel mirrormOak bed. blanket roll foot board & high head boardMOld Cherry bureaumOdd chest drawer"*Dryer. Frigidairem Washer MaytagmOdd
Chest painted***1 Nice stand tablem1895 Bible•••Victorian case"*Blk
RCA tv (good shape)***Hotpoint electric stove•••Hotpoint electric
refrigeratormChrome table & 4 chairs"`Several pcs wooden waremSeverat pieces
flatwarem2 deep freezers***2 round top trunksm Several old books 1895 &
up**1 Breast pump glassm1 Dovetail pine seamanschestm3 Quilt boxesmAppr
20 quilts (some old 8. some new, some never used)***1 wooden day bed
covered""Several straight chairs•••1 meat saw"•Several horse drawn tools"•*1 Old
baby cradle w/ropkersmOld lantern***Mtsc tools'''! Pump*"1 Roll yard fenwasher ••Hoe
rs d n
scoopml vOeIrdai
cing***Old locks & keys***! Pond kettle*"se
express porcelain railway signs
tools**•Dog house"! 20 gal iron
***1--6x8 utility shed (perfect shapel*"3 horse power -tillermFence stretchers'''6
Fuel cans. 5 gal 'Post hole digger"*Several shovels***Rakes"*Hoes"•1 corn
sheller (old).
Mr. & Mrs. Crawford have been housekeeping at this location since 1925. Everything
listed here is from this estate & is in original condition.
, Darrel Jones & James R. Cash wilt be looking forward to seeing you for a "FULL ACTION PACKED" afternoon.

•

Mr. & Mrs. Lynn Crawford Estate
Sutherland Road

goinpt
G°11%ra

GONE

James B. Crawford, Executor
Vitych i•r ipprotell
TER 11.": .stricilt (a-b.
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THE NEWS IN BRIEF

Deaths and Funerals
Lloyd Tabers Dies
Wednesday; Native
Of Calloway County
Word has been received of
• he death of Lloyd Tabers of
hicago, Ill., who died
Wednesday morning at a
hospital there. He was 77
'years of age.
Mr. Tabers was born at
Backusburg in Calloway
County on June 15, 1902, being
the son of the late William
scar Tabers and Hattie Mae
King Tabers. He was a
member of the St. Mark
Lutheran Church,Chicago.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alberta Jefferson
Tabers, Chicago, Ill.; two
daughters. Mrs. Rosalee
Vaughn, Ma'yfield. and Mrs.
Joyce Irwin, Arkansas; three
sons-Harold, Chicago. Ill.,
Howard, Ingling, 111., and
William, Washington:0:C.
He is also survived by three
sisters-Mrs. John L. Abbie
Williams and Mrs. Vernie
Howard. both of Murray, and
Mrs. Ermie Darnell,
Mayfield; 11 grandchildren:
five great grandchildren;
,.-several nieces and nephews. '
The fvftepai will be held Friday at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Peterson Funeral Home,
Chicago, Ill., with burial to
follow in a cemetery there.

Antique Car Club
To Meet Tonight
The Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club will meet tonight
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
F'ainily Steak-House, Draffenvale.
4 buffet meal will be served
at the cost of $5 per person, according to a club spokesman
who urgesall members and interested persons_to attend.

Miss Ilee Keys Is
Mrs. Key Dies At
Dead At Age Of 97; Her Home; Funeral
Funeral Saturday
To Be On Saturday
Miss llee Key s of the
Westview Nursing Home died
today at 4 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 97 years of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Christian
ChurCII. Born Nov. 5_1883, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late John H.
Keys and Melissa Elmira
Peter Keys.
Miss Keys is survived by
three nieces-Mrs. Mildred
Russell, Murray, Mrs. Robert
Miller. Springfield, Tenn., and
Mrs. Margaret Keys Russell,
Corpus Christi, Texas; one
nephew, William H. Keys, and
a sister-in-law, Mrs. 1. W.Keys, Corpus Christi, Texas;
several great nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home'after I p.m. on
Friday.

Mt. Sinai Church
To Hold Revival
The Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, located near Buchanan,
Tenn., will hear the Rev. Paul
Veazey of Paris, Tenn., speak
at the revival services to start
Sunday, March 23, and continue throughout the week.
Services will be held at 7:30
each evening, according.to the
pastor, the Rev. Paul Crocker.
Also on Sunday, 'Sunday
School will be held at 10 a.m.
with worship at 11 am.

Stride Rite'

get
ready
for

•

•

WASHLNOON
WASHINGTON iAPi President Carter is stepping
into the lagging Palestinian
autonomy talks to try to spur a
settlement and to head off a
distracting West European
diplomatic drive.
European and
Arab
pressures were building on the
United States and Israel when
Carter set up separate
meetings here for mid-April
with Egyptian President Anwar Satiat and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachein Begin.

Mrs. 0111eXey died today at
10:05 a.m. at her home on
Hazel Route 1. She was 87
years of age and the wife of
One Key who died Aug. 16.
1977.
Born July 13, 1892, in Henry
County, Tenn.. she was the
daughter of the late Leroy
Kuykendall and Lovie Myers
Kuykendall. She was a
WASHINGTON
API member of the Sinking Spring House budget writers appear
Baptist Church.
on track toward recommenMrs. Key is survived by one ding the first balanced federal
daughter, Mrs. Hester budget in 12 years, but hard
Brown, Murray decisions over spending cuts
Clovis
Route 4: two sons, Lowell Key, are still ahead.
Murray Route 4, and Ortis
In its first day of work on the
Key, Paducah: sister-in-law, 1981 budget, Wednesday, the
Mrs. Opal Kuykendall, Murray; several grandchildren
and great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with burial to follow in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Three members of the
Friends may call at the,J. H.
Murray State University
Churchill Funeral Home after
faculty will be attPnlitng the
10 a.m. on Friday.
state conference on Strategies
for the Advancement of
Women in Higher Education

with

8trideRite

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Mrs. Green

The funeral for Mrs. Mary •
Jones Paschall Green of 300
Elm Street, Murray, is being
held today at 1:30 p.m_ at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral -Home with the Rev.
it J. Burpoe and the Rev. Billy Turner officiating.
Members of the choir of"the
Grace Baptist Church, where
she was a member, with
Leland Peeler as director and
Dwane Jones as organist, are
providing the musie..
Serving as pallbearers are
Doris, Owen, Clifton, and
Talmage 4ongs,_ and Stan and
Kendred Paschall. Burial will
follow in the South
_ . _ _Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Green, 89, died Tuesday at 10:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one son,
Sylvester Paschall, Murray
Route 4; three brothersAubrey, Les, and Luther
, Jones, all of Murray; eight
grandchildren; 13 great
grandchildren.

Rev. Wayne Carter
To Show Slides At
West Fork Sunday
The Rev. Wayne Carter,
pastor- of the West,fork Baptist Church. will show slides
taken while on a mission
crusade *to Jamaica on Sunday. March 23, at 6 p.m. at the
West Fork Church.
A fellowship period will'
follow the showing of the
slides.
At the 11 a.m. worship_services on Sunday the
Carter will speak on the subject. The Dimensions of
Discipleship." Alvin Usrey
will direct the music With
Brenda Wyatt as pianist and
Janet Arnold as organist.
Sunday School will be held
at 10 a.m.
.'

Seminar On Fox
Trot Horse
Breed Planned

A Seminar on the.Fox Trot
Horse Breed will-be held Monday, March 24, at 7 p ni at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center,
Farm Road, Murray.
A shower for Emma Lou
Filmstrips of Worll ChamStory and her son, Carey, will pionship Fox Trot ShiA4s. il.be held Feiday, March 21, lustrative films of the fox trot
.frorn_6.to 8 p.m. at the home of gait, and' tips on exhibiting, •
Jim and Kay -1VICKnight, -tfaining-aritt judgrrr
id he
Highway 94 East, the former featured..
Junior Parrish home. Bill and
Everett Bucy, Rect,,r. Ark..
Jannene Travis will be and Don _Freeman.
cohosts. _
president arid vice' pr,•1,1crit
Mrs. Story and her son lost respectively of the NIKsjuri
their mobile fiorne and con- Foxtrotting Horse Breed
tents,located oh the Old Shiloh Association, will be pre-tut to
Road, by fire on March 12. answer questions and offer
Mrs. Story was employed at suggestions.
the Calloway' Manufacturing- This special seminar is
Company.
sponsored by the area proAll interested persons art moters of the Fox Trot Breed.
invited to attend. Those For information persons may
unable to attend may leave call Bobby Spiceland, Murrar
their items for the family at-Route 4. phone 753-16914, or
the homes of McKnight, Bill Cindy Herndon,753-3033.
Travis, or Tom Ed Travis.

Stock Market

Livestock Market
LOULSVILLE, Ky. AP -- USDA —
Cattle 400; slaughter steers and heifers
untested; cows steady; bulls 1.00 lower
vealers steady; slaughter calves
untested; feeders steady.
,
Slaughter cows utility 45.50-49.50: high
dressing 50.50-53.50; cutter 43.00-48.75:
canner and cutter 39.00-43.50;
Slaughter bulls 1-2 11601365 lb 58.5066.25; 2-3 1000-1445 lb 54.00-58.50;
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
145-345 lb craters niio-sosoo. feeder
steers 350-500 lb 7500-8200; 500-650 lb
71.00-79.50; 650485 lb 61 25-71.00: 395-550
lb 62.00-76.00: heifers 310-500 lb 71.0079.50; 500-600 lb 62.00-71.00; 350-500 lb
63.0040.00; 550-760 lb 52.50-59.00;
Hogs 600; barrows and gilts steady; 12 215-265 lb 34.00-34.35; 210-265 lb 33.50.
34.00; 220-295 lb 32.8043.50; sows 1.00
higher; 1-2 300-330 lb 30.25-31.50: 350-400
lb 31.50-32.50; 400-450 lb 32.50-33.50; 450500 lb 33.50.34.50; 500-650 lb 34.50-35.35,
boars over 300 lb 27.90-26.25:
sheep 10; untested.

Price' of stocks of local interest at
am.CST balmy Vanished to The Murray
Lodger & Times by Pint of Michigan
Corp of Murray,!
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Arnencan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford'Motor
G,A.F
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich..,
Goodyear
Gulf Oil.
Hardees
Heublein
BM
Jenco
K-mart
-.Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
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CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
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Aif Yoe Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
. Chicken Fried Steak with Ctiunts4 Gravy
• flaked Potato or French Fries
- A thick *lab of Stockade Toast'
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Children's Shoos

ASHINGTON I AP
Senators are weighing one of
unansWered questions
f tic
about the proposed "windfall"
tax on the oil industry:
hether the $227.7 billion
ultimately will come out of the
pickets of consumers or be ate
,orbed by the major oil companies.
A major:task of proponents
Lot the tax is to convince
Aifiericans the oil companies
isolit pass it along to consumers.

Three Members Of MSU
Faculty To Attend State
Conference On Women

Shower For Story
Family To Be Held

HASFE

liou,e Budget Committee tentaut ely approved cutting $2.6
billion from the budget
oriuiall proposed by President Carter in January. Little
opposition appeared - to be
enierging to the revised
tou,iget proposed by Rep.
Iibert N. Giaimo, D-Conn.,
the , onunittee chairman.

Our quality will lump you comin' back.

Bet-Air Center
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Itta
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Administration at Shakertown. Kentucky, April 1 and 2.
They are: Mrs. -Laastte
-Thurman, director Of the
Personal Enrichment.Center;
Dr. Machree Ward,director of
tbe Center for Academic
Advancement; and Mrs.
Erwin,
Martha
acting
chairman of the Department
of Nursing.
Sponsored by a Women's
Educational Equity Act Grant
from the United States Office
of Education, the conference
is being conducted under the
auspices of the Office of
Women in Higher Education
of the American Council on
Education.
Speakers will iacInde: Dr.
Dorothy A. Truex, vicechancellor far student affairs,
University of Arkansas at
Little Rock; Dr. Kathryn
Shoen, vke-president for
educational services, Ohio
State University, Colombus;
and Dr. Pamela Menke, dean
of academic affairs at St.
Mary's Dominican College,
New Orleans, La.
FUR TAKERS
The Fur Takers Association
will meet Saturday, March 22,
the community room of the
,..,rth Branch of the Peoples
nk. North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray.

NATIONAL.
MIDDLETOWN, Pa. AP
-- Hundreds of area residents,
angered and frightened at a
proposal to release radioactive gases from the Thogi Mile
Island nuclear plant, screamed curses at federal officials
who came to tell them any exposure would be minuscule.
"We hale your guts!" one
woman shouted, "You're-an
animal!" another woman
screamed at a biologist. The
NRC called the meeting
Wednesday to explain a staff
recommendation that some
krypton gas be released into
the atmosphere so cleanup
operations can proceed at the
plant, site of the worst accident in commercial --nuclear
history. Final action on the
recommendation_coald come
early next month.
CHICAGO AP) - Fourterni Attorney General
William J. Scott, an environmental crusader and one
of the biggest votegetters in Illinois, was convicted of income tax fraud by a jury that
deliberated more than 46
hours to reach a verdict.
Scott was convicted in
federal court Wednesday of
underreporting his income for
-1972. He was acquitted of
charges of underreporting his
income for 1973-1975,
INTERNATIONAL
By The Associated Press
Freed by an amnesty from
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
61 Iranians emerged from a
Tehran prison as their nation celebrated the new year with
fiery incantations, - lucky.
goldfish and strolling
minstrels.

It. William Heise
Completes Course
FORT RUCKER, Ala. - 1st
U. William B. Heise, whose
wife, Glynda,lives in Newport
News, Va., recently completed an officer rotary wing
aviator course and received
the silver . wings of an Army
aviator at the U.S. Army
Aviation School, Fort Rucker,
Ala.
Students received training,
in
helicopter
flying
teehniques, including tactical
instrument flying, maintenance, riagigaition and radio
procedures.
His mother, Mrs. Edith I.
Hatcher, lives at 1511 Johnson
Blvd., Murray.

Hog Market
The holiday, called Now
Ruz, closed government offices for the next week and
took public attention away
from the slow counting of
votes in the parliamentary
election last week and the 50
American hostages who began
their 138th day of captivity in
the U.S. Embassy today.
sis-.„,ab.

Federal-State Market News Service
March 20. 1900
Kentucky Puix-hase Area Hug Market
Report Includes 5 buy mg Station.
Receipts Act 396 Est 500 Barrows &
Guts mostly 25 lower SOW!Stead,'
US 1 2 200-230 Itas
$32 75-33 00
US 2200-240 lbs
1.12 50-32.75
US 2-3240-250 lbs
$31 50-32 50
US 2-4 360-200 Its,
Sues
US it 270-350 Ws
127 00-211 00
US 1-3300460km
146 00-278*
US 1-3 450-500 Itts
$27 00-29 00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 129 00-30 50 tel. 31 00
US 2-3300500 1bs
121. 00-26 00
Boars uver 300 Ito 24 00-25 00

maw .411...411:21, Anew AMR.

76 Model C65
with 10 ft. Fontaine mechanical spreader, one owner.
9300 mi.

$11,000
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uri Sale
SALE 6000
MU SAT.
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$89.99'

$34.99

Peg 5 1 1 9 99
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ALSO ON Sall
Moot:nine Rock

Other Styles
Burl Choirs
Burl IoNe

Burl Lounge
Chair- $89.99
R cc

Princes Choir

.

$49.99
Reg I'd 99

Free Beach Mat with
Furniture Purchase!
Biggest Sale of the Year
At

Pier 1 imp.9aT'SP

SURFLAN STANDS UP
TO DRY WEATHER.
... Dry at planting time and counting on herbicide -de' pendability?- No need to give in to tough annual weeds
.and grasses because. your hertaicide can't take the heat
Surflan stands up 10 hOrdry weather-... vvaits,a full
21 days *for the 1/2" rain Re,eded to activate it. Then,'if
.weather-wont cooperate, a light tilling into the'so4 is all
it takesto put-Surflan to work!
And Surflan works full season. Won't leach oUt if
,that,dry spell turns into several weeks of rain. .
.For dependability. that runs in the Elanco family, see
your. farm ,chemical supplier who handles Surflan and
Treflan. Ask for SurfIan, in liquid or wettable powder.
,...Elanco Products Company, A Division-of Eli Lilly
and Company, Indianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.
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FULL SEASON...
WEATHER BEATER

